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I.
A,

INTRODUCTION
General Introduction.
It is common exp;riene among immunologists

that animals of the same species vary widely in their
ability to produce antibodies. To ensure adequate
response, long courses of antigen injection are given,

and animals failing to reach the required level are
generally discarded. Some reeenrch has been made on

the effect of environmental factors such as nutritional and temperature changes, and physiological

factors such as age, on antibody response; until

recently, however, little attention has been given to
the possible genetical control of the variability of

antibody response. Possibly most immunologists considered the genetic investigation of a quantitative
character as being too mathematical, as Batson (1951)
Bays, and outside their field of study.
The inheritance of disease resistance, being
fundamentally important to man, and the animals he breeds,
has received a great deal of attention. A genetic
basis for disease resistance has been demonstrated,

but the relation between the inherited innate resistance, and the physiological defence mechanisms of the
body, is largely unknown.

There is little doubt

that such a relationship exists, but the complexity
of the mechanisms of defence, and the inadequacy of
available techniques of measurement for both the
degree of disease resistance, ani. the contribution of
the individual mechanisms, have so far failed to clarify

.
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the relationship.

Of the mechanisms of defence, antibodies
are generally recognised as having an important
function, but the available evidence regarding the
relationship of the degree of resistance and the
quantitative ability to produce antibodies is not
extensive and Sometimes Contradictory, A study of

the inheritance of the ability to produce antibodies
may help in the investigation of this relationship:
if this ability were shown to be highly heritable, it
would be possible to select lines of animals With
respect to resistance. Lines of animals with a known
ability to produce antibodies would also provide use-.

ful standardised material for testing the relative
potency of different batches of any given
prophylactic.
Antibody response may be considered a

suitable character for fundamental studies in quantitative inheritance. it has
an advantage over other
quantitative characters such as weight, height, milkyielr

or egg-production, by virtue of the fact that the
response to more than one antigen can
be measured in
each animal.
.

T?eview of Literature.

1) The inhorjtnce of disease resis -f - nce and its
relation to antibody production.
The earlier work on the inheritance of
disease resistance encountered many problems which
made interpretation difficult. The principal

.
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difficulties are discussed by Hill

(1934) in a

critical review of the literature on the inheritance
of resistance to bacterial infection in animal
species. Most of the workers made use of living
bacteria to initiate infection, and "resistant"
animals were generally those which did iiot succumb.
The term "resistance" has no strict dr;fjflitjofl and
is used to cover a range of differences extending
from a slight delay in time of death to the survival of a relatively high pro'ortlon of the
infected animals.

The math difficulty is that of

acquired immunity, i.e, immunity acquired by a
subclinical infection of the organism to be used
experimentally, which provides comlete immunity to
later expeiinental infections which would otherwise
have been fatal. This principle was brought to
light by Jenner in his observations on the prevention
of smallpox, and is now in extensive use in preventative
medicine. To obviate this difficulty it is
necessary to ensure that the initial population has
had no previous contact with the infection to be
used and further that experimental animals be kept
apart from breeding

animals, which necessitates

offspring being separated before parents can be
infected. This entails the random mating of the
parents and hampers selection. This problem was
overcome by the use of different stratus of the same
Species,

Webster (1933) demonstrated that different

strains of mice differ widely in their reaction to

.
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Be enteritidis.

These differences can be ascribed

to differences in rronc"tic composition.

Cowan and
Schott (1933 a and b) using different strains of mice

experimentally infected with Be, piliformia present
data which support their hypothesis "of a single
major factor difference accounting for the resistance
of the M. inusculus strins onc! the susceptibility
of the M. bactriamus strains". Hill concludes
that genetic factors are, without doubt, irrnortant
but that theevidence suggests that they are numerous,

difficult to separa-te, and therefore difficult to
study.
The literature on the inheritance of

immunity up to the present time has been extensively
reviewed by Gowen (1948 - 1950). By using different
inbred strains of mice and poultry the importance of

the gen - tic Constitution in resistance to mouse and
fowl typhoid respectively has been clearly demonstrated. "Like results demonstrating the import,nce
of the genrtie Constitution have been at-lamed in
mice due to B. piliformus, foulbrood of bees due to

Be larvae; P. suiseptica, and S. cholerae suis
Infections in guinea pigs; S. en -teriditus typhoid
of rats and mice; s, Pullorum of the fowl.
Comparable
patterns are evident in diptheria, scarlet fever,
appendicitis, and are indicated in tuberculosis,

leprosy and other human diseases of bacterial origin"
(Gowen, 1950).
An overall constitutional resistance to

.
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infections of all types is not appare. Cowen and
Shot-t (1933) 9 Gowen (1932, 1934) and Webster (1937)
present evidence indicating that resisttince to typhoid
in mice is not correlated with that for the virus of

pseudo-rabies or the antigenic poison, ricin. Howe..
ever, they were able to show a positive correlation
for resistance to S. typhiznuriuni and S. enteritidis,
From other evidence, Schutze, Gowen and Finlayson

(1936) and Gowen

(1950),

it appears that when organisms

initiating the diseases are genetically related there
is a correlated resistance to the diseases, but as

the organisms become more genetically diverse this
correlation diminishes and may disappear completely.
An interesting case in animals of a single gene difference differentiating a population into resistant
and susceptible is described by Rich (1923). During
an epidemic in a guinea pig stock it was found that
the animals dying lacked complement in their blood.

This lack of comrlemen-t was attributable to a single
recessive gene.
From the evidence aiailable there seems little
doubt that resistance to disease Is largely genetically

controlled.

As Cowen (1948) observes, "The investig-

ations are all against passive and active transfer of
Immunity as an explanation for observed inherited
resistance to disease. The evidence has now become
so extensive that those who still insist on this
hypothesis may rightly be asked to furnish experimental

evidence in its support," The genetic basis

although

.
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now established, is in general Complex, the fundamental problem being one of a basis for selection.
To infect a population of mice with some pathological
organism and select and breed from the survivors
(in some cases only 10 to 20% of the population)
is possible in a laboratory, but when applied to
domestic animals, does not appear a satisfactory or
practical procedure. This problem was clearly
seen by Miller (1933) as he points out "where some

ax-ternal anatomical feature is inherited it can be
recognized when exhibited; where a capacity for

production is tT'anaTlitted, the yields can be weighed
or measured;

genetic Constitution can accordingly

be determined for form and produce. The inheritance
of a resistance or a susceptibility to disease before
it can be recognized requires the application of a

technique which will differentiate between the constitution
of the one class and of the other. A method of
combing out the resistant animals from a'nongs-t the
general populatiorL is, in other words, the first
essential."

Techniquesvayjng in degree of accuracy
for the quantitative estimation of antibodies in
the serum to Specific antigens are available,

Dean

nd webb (1926), Heidelburger et al.

(1930 9 1934 9 1943)
nd Kabat and Mayer (1948). Thus the ability to

Produce antibodies to a specific antigen may be
regarded in the same way as any other quantitative
character such as height, weight, etc.; making

7
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possible an estimation of the ho'"ibi1ity of the
ability to produce antibodies and providing a basis
for the selection for, or against, this ability.
To assess

the value of this basis for selection in
relation to disease resistance, it is necessary to
understand the function of antibodies in an

animal's

defence mechanism, and to what extent this function
contributes to resistance.
The meohanicrns of resit- nco are briefly
discussed by Grneberg (1947) and he observes that
"resistance" is a complex affair and we may expect
a variety of mechanisms of resistance will ultimate.
ly be discovered. Nungester (1951) describes the
mechanisms of man's resistance to infectious diseases
and also emphasises the complexity of the problem,
These authors are considering the problem as a whole
without bias for any particular line of approach. It
is the present object to examine the available evidence
to determine, where possible, what function antibodies
play in the various defence mechanisms, without losing
sight of the overall complexity of the problem,
Possibly the clearest example of the direct

function of antibodies is that displayed in antitoxic
Immunity to bacterial exo -toxins, where the immunity is
dependent on the presence in the circulating blood
of antitoxins which exert a specific neutralizing
flction to the exotoxjn. A demonstration of a

relation between resistance and the quantity of
CIrou ting antitoxin is given by Ramon et al

(1936 a and b)

who found that intravenous injectin of staph.
aureus did not kill rabbits with a hith level of
antitoxin in the serum, whereas those with a low
level succumbed.

There is evidence that antibodies work

In conjunction with the other protective mechanisms.
Ritossa (1937) found that human leucocytes readily
ingested virulent c3iptheria bacilli, but that many
of them subsequently degenerated. The degeneration
could be prevented, and phagocytosi a improved, If
antitoxin was added to the bacilli before phagocytosis.

Stewart (1943) observed a similar pheno-

menon In guinea-pigs injected intraperltoneafl.y
with virulent Cl. welchij,
In animals actively
or pasively immunized with antitoxin, there was
marked IntraperItone phagocyto si s; in non-immune
animals, there was little phagocytosis, though
leucocytes were abundant, and the animnis died of
the infection.

The role of antibodies in immunity to
endotoxjna is less obvious than in the case of exotoxins, and the production of antitoxin alone does
not necessarily confer immunity, Hill, Jlatswell
and Topley (1940) inoculated mice with a partially

purified toxin isolated from B. typhi-murium and by
breeding from the survivors selected a strain of
mice resistant to the toxin.

Some of the mice of

the ninth and tenth generations were inoculated with
the living organism in place of the toxic fraction
derived from it. Although these generations were
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relatively highly resistant to inoculation with the
toxin they were less resistant than normal mice to

the livinp organism. The effect of selection on
the ability to produce antibodies to other antigens of B. typhi-murium, and other variables such

as leucocyte number and complement are unknown,
thus limiting the conclusions regarding the role
of antibodies.

Topley and Wilson (1948) summarise

the situation ar, follows: "Reactions between
endotoxino and the corresponding antibodies undoubtedly play a part, perhaps a large part, in

infection and resistance, but only in a few
instances is it possible to differentiate clearly
between anti-endotoxic and anti-bacterial immunity."
In bacterial immunity the role of anti
bodies is not fully understood and much of the vast
literature on the subject is conflicting. Reference

is nude to Popley and Wilson (1948) for a compre
hensive and critical review of the literature. They
conclude that specific antibodies undoubtedly play
an important part in bacterial immunity. The
specificity of the immunity is stressed. "Effective
and durable active immunity is usually narrowly
specific, and in many casOs we can identify the

particular antienio Component, or components, on
which itdepends. If there is an immunity that has
nothing to do with antibody formation, then we must
Invoke an additional specific mechanism, in which
the same antigenic components are in some way Involved.

.
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There is nothing very unlikely in such an
assumption, and it may well prove to be correct,
but it will accord with the Sound principle of economy
of hypothesis, to reserve judgement pending the

accumulation of further evidence," They ccnclud
that there is no essential difference between the
mechanisms involved in antiviral and antibacterial
Immunity.

AS In bacterial immunity the antibodies

appear to operate In conjunction with the clearing
mechanism of the reticulo...endoltheljal system.

It

is interesting to note that active antiviral immunity
is generally of longer duration than active bacterial
immunity.
There is a vast literature on cancer

resi- arch, much of which deals with the function of
antibodies In resistance.

There cancer is due to

viral infection antibodies have some function in

immunity.

It has been demons -trated by Fur -th (1931),

Ban -tinr (1939) and Carr (1944) that specific viral

antibodies will inhibit cell-free tumour extracts
from transmitting infection. An animal With

dr..

culating viral antibodies Is generally immune to
free-viral infection. These animals, however,

are
not immune to infection conferred by tumour cell..
grafts. It appears that where the virus Is intracellular the viral antibodies are unable to neutralize it.
It is clear from the literature that
antibodies have an important function in an animalts
ability to resist disease, The question now arises

11.
as to whether or not this function is dependent on

the

quantitative ability to produce antibodies?

Research into this aspect is faced with some formidable
problems which hamper the interpretation of results,

An infecting orpanisxn may have a number of antigens,
all of which may stimulate the formation of anti-

bodies. This has been clearly demonstratec by
Elek (1949) 9 using a special technique. Of the
antibodies formed to any particular ori -rnism it is
often only one which plrs a major part in immunity.
This is well illustrated in pneumococcus, whore the

antibodies to the specific Polysaccharides afford
a high degree of specific immunity, whereas the
antibodies to the riucleoprotejn antigens have little
Protective value (of. Tonley, 1929 9 Topley and
Wilson, 1948 9 and Bailly, 1950).
There is also
evidence that in motile bacilli the antibodies to
flagella antigens play little part in immunity,
whereas those to the somatic antigens are of great

importance (of. Felix, 1924). thus any correlation
between the quantitative measure of an antibody
response and resistnce is only of value where the

response measured is to the antigen (or antigens)
primarily concerned with resistance.
Where a correlation between resistance and
the ability to produce antibodies to a specific antigen
Is found, it is in most cases difficult to be certain
that two phenomena are causally related, Oorer and
Schtze (1938) tested four lines of mice differing in

12.
their resistance to so typhi-muriurn and S. ontoritidis,
for their ability to produce "H" end "0" antibodies
to injections of killed orpanisms. 7hen immunized
with S. typhi-murium a positive correlation was
found to exist between resistance and the ability
to produce "H" antibody but, not for the "0" antibody.
When immunized with S.

en-teritidis no correlation

between resistance and either the "0" or the "H"
antibodies could be shown. Carlinfarrtj and Cavalli
(1945) immunized 100 guinea-pigs with killed S. typhi,
measured their agglutination titres to "H", "0" and "Vi"
antigens, infected the animals with the living
organism and correlated the ability of individual
animals to survive with their agglutination titres.
A high correlation was found in the case of the "Vi"
antibodies and lesser correlations in the case of

the "0" and "H" antibodies respectively.

(See fig 1).
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In neither of these instances can a causal relation
be claimed with certainty.

Carlinfanti does suggest
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that correlations of this nature may have a practical

significance in selection for disease resistance.
Causal relationship can be demonstrated with some
certainty in some cases, e.g, with the exotoxins,
(1956).

Another example is given by Smith

(1932), who produced antisera from different rabbits
using pneum000ccus Type I specific substance as an
antigen. The antibody content of the different sera
was ectimatea quantitatively by the Dean and Webb
optimal proportions method, and Smith was able to
demonstrate a correlation between the protective
power of a serurl (mouse protection) and its antibody
content.
Another factor which may confuse the
interpretation of results is the route of injection
of the antigen. An antigen may stimulate a good
antibody response by one route of injection and yet
produce little or no response when administered by

another route, e.g., diptherja toxoid when given
subcutaneously stimulates a good antibody response,
but when given intravenously results in a very poor
response. There different workers have used
different routes of injection and obtained conflicting results it is difficult to

the more applicable,

aSsOSs

which is

Topley and Wilson (1948)

suggest that the different results of Webster (1937)
and Schtze, Oorer and Finlayson (1936) may be
attributable to the different routes of introduction
of the injected organism.

Wolfe et al, (1953

14.
investigating the effect of epienectomy on antibody
formation in chickens and using the intravenous route
of antigen injection, found that aplenectomy reduced
the ability of chickens to produce precipitating
antibodies, making them less responsive than
unopera-tea animals to snail doses of antigen,
Rowley (1950) 9 investigating the effect of aplenec..
tomy on the formation of circulating antibody in
albino rats, found that eplonectomized rate riven
a small dose of antigen intravenously responded
with a low circultjng antibody titre. If, however,
the same dose was given intrporta1ly or intraperitoneally, the bplenectomized rats responded as well
as the control animals.
Despite these d11 -rieuities there is further
evidence that the quantitativc ability to produce
specific antibodies may be of importance. Lurie
(1941) 9 who worked with six inbred families of
rabbits differing widely in their response to infection with bovine tubercle bacilli, found several
factors which contributed to a high level of
resistance, one of which was the high and rapid
production of antibodies.

Vnilly (1950), investi-

gating acquired immunity in rabbits to hemolytic
streptococcus, found that antibodies to the "M"
antic-en conferred immunity, whereas those to the
"C" and the C18K an - iena play little or no part in
immunity, Her evidence also indicates that the
degree of immunity is correlated with the quantitative
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ability to produce 1'M" afltibodlcs.
It is suggested that a study of the
inheritance of the ability to produce specific
antibodies may further our knowledge of the genetic
basis of disease resistance, and throw some light
on the relation between the ability to produce
antibodies and disease resistance. Should the
ability to produce antibodies prove to be genetically
controlled the following lines of approach may be
utiljzedi
Where a correlation between antibody response
and resistance has been demonstrated the quantitative
measure nf antibody response may be used as a selec...
tion index for resistance (of. Carlirrfanti, 1945).
Gregory and Hughes (1941, 1942, 1943) demonstrated
an inverse corie1atjon between resistance and the
presence of ag1utaxiins in the serum of pigs to
Br.abortls, and used this as a basic for selection
for resistance.

Lines of animal, high and low in their ability
to produce one or more specific antibodies, and
genetically stable for this ability, may be selected.
Such lines would provide materi1 for the following
investirations:
(a) The relation between resistance to an
infecting orqi niem and the ability to produce
specific antibodies to one or more of the

antigens of that organieni; with and without
active immunization.

16.
By stabilizing the ability to produce
specific antibodies to the antigens primarily
concerned in resistance to an infecting or-.
ganisrn, the investigation of other variables
concerned in the defence mechanism e.g. complement,

leucocy -tes, etc., wi].l be facilitatef-?.
The effects of different routes of
injection of an antigen could be tested,
The suggestions are dependent on the thesis
that the atili -ty to produce specific antibodies is
genrtically controlled, and it will now be convenient
to review the literature on this aspect.
2

The inLori.ance o .he ability to produce artidjos.
Where animals have been t3stod for their

ability to produce specific antibodies to a strndard
dose of antigen this ability has been shown to vary
widely. This has been found for numerous antigens,
e.r. Dip-theria by Prigge (1937), Holt (1951);
Tobacco Mosaic virus by Seastone et al. (1937) and
by Kleczkowskj (1941); Sheep erythrocytes by Rowley
(1950); different polysaccharides by Heidolberger at
a].. (1948); and some of the antigens of B. typhi by
Carlinfan-ti (1945).
Where unselected populations
have been tested the distributions of antibod'r response
have been found to be normal when plotted on a log
basis (Carlinf an -ti 1945, Holt 1951).

Fron this

evidence it is apparent that the ability to produce
antibodies may be treated as a quantitative charpc-.

17.
There have born 'ew quantitative irivesti..
gationa made to determine whether or not the ability
to produce antibodies to vri'ms types of antigens
is genetically cortroll.

There is evidence fro

work on different lines of animals that a genetic
basis exists.

Corer and Shi! -tze (1938) found different

lines of mice had different capacities for the productin of "0" rH "Tfl'
1o6,7
Lurie (1941)
found that differ nt linr' o: rliit varied in their

ability to produce antibodies to tubercle bacilli.
Lewis and Loomis (1926) tested four inbred lines of
guinea—pigs for their ability to produce antibodies
to sheep erythrocytes, S. typhi and Ir. abor -tis,,
When email doses of antigen were used line differences
were clear—out, two bcinr high and two low an -tibody,
producers. With large doses, or repeated doses, o
antigen, the results were ir'c - lar.

In the light f

more recent investigations into the nature o1 antigens
(of. Elek, 1949) the probable reason for these irregular results is apparent • The antigens us& are
kandoubtedly mixtures, and where one or two injections
of small quantities of an antigen mixture might invoice
good response to one particu21r antigen and thus
ive a clear—out piclure for the response to that
particular antigen, repeated injections would induce
high responses to many of the antigens of the mixture,
nd as -these responses nee' not necessarily be correlated,
the overall results would be irregular. This problem
will be discussed in greater detail at a later stage.

go
1eczkowskt (1939), using an interfacial technique
and different antigen dilutions, was able to 9ivide
families of rabbits into "strong", "medium" and "weak"
antibody produce, The antigen used was

serum. From the pe4igrees presented there is
suggestive evidence of a si
one homozygous allele riving

- lc :'nc segregation, with
strong", the other

"weak", and the heteroziygote "medium" antibody producers.
The antiren is a mixture (ICloczkow&i, 1938) 9 and
would therefore be expected to stimulate the pro..
duetion of numerous different antibodies. The
probable reason for the clear-cut results is that
only small quantities of antigen wore injected, and
only one antigenic fraction, probably an albumin,
was present in sufficient qt:antityto stimulate a
measurable response.
Fjord Seheibel (iE) solocted and inbred
lines of guinea-pigs for and a.int the ability to
produce antitoxin to a standard dose of toxin, The
"low line" was selr'eted from animals which produced
no measurable antitoxin (<0.001 A.U. per cc.), and
the "high line" from animals which produced measurable
a mounts of antitoxin (i.e. > 0.001 A.U. per c.c.);
those with the hi,'hest titre being selected for breeding.
Where the presence or absence of antitoxin, without

reference to the height of -titre, is considered as
the criterion of "high" or "low" producers respectively,
She was able to select a high strain of 975% producers

In one generation and this remained constant for six

19.

generations of selection, whereas in the selection
for low producers a slow but steady response to selection was obtained in each generation reaching 88.5%
low producers in the fii'th generation, The data
clearly indicate a genetic basis for the presence or
absence of antitoxin, and Fjord Scheibel suggests
genetic dominance for antitoxin production.

In view

of the fact that the "high" line achieved 97,5
producers in the first generation and the "low" line
show' a slow but Ston,dy response to selection, it

would seem more likely for the capacity for antitoxin
production to be due to a single recessive gene,
probably with incomplete penetrance to account for the
recurring 2.5 non-producers. A nother point of
interest is the resronse to selection of height of
titre in the "high" lin - .

The variance was calculated

in each generation and was not found to alter with
selection; it was thus considered safe to compare
the titre means for each generation using a "t"
sign Ificanco test at the 5

level. These comparisons

Indicate a signiricant rise in mean titre in the
first three generations, no significant change in the
fourth and fifth generations, and a significant fall
in the sixth generation.

The degree of inbreeding

argues against the fall in the sixth generation
being due to genetic factors and Implies an environ
mental fluctuation. The factor responsible is not
aparent, asexperimontal conditions and seasonal
luctua-tjons were carefully controlled. Fjord Scheibel

20.
is of the opinion that maximum titre is not a satis..factory basis for selection, on the grounds that it

is too subject to environmental fluctuations and cites
the above evidence in support of this contention.
While agreeing in part with this contention, it is

worth noting that the moan in the sixth generation
Is about the same as the morn of the second generation and significantly higher than the mean of the
first generation, and that of the original population,
so that there is undoubtedly some genetical control
of the quantitative ability to produce antitoxin.

A statistical approach has been made by

Carlinfanti (1947) to the inheritance of the ability
to produce isoan -tibodic's in man. Fifty-one families
with 159 children were examined; the ability of
individuals to produce anti-A1 and anti-B were
measured quantitatively. Frequency distributions of
the ani-A1 and an-ti-B titre were normal when plotted
on a log, scale. Correlations between mothers' titres
and thoir children's ti -tree, and fathers' ti -tree and
their ciildren's -titros, wore calculated and for both
anti-A 1 and an-ti-B the correlation coefficients closely
approximated 0.5, suggesting complete genetical control
over the quntitative ability to produce isoan-tibodles.
All individuals, according to their genetic
constitution, produce one or more of the human isoantibodies. These isoantibodies are similar to antibodies
produced to antigenic stimulus in

that they are globulin

in nature and will respond with a rise in titre to t e

21.
injection of the appropriate

group specific substance;

their initial presence, however, is as yet unexplained
(Burnet and Penner, 1948), and they appear to have
no selective advantage or correlation with

disease

resistance.

3) The influen c e_of environmental factors on antibody
reSpoise.
(a) Iutrition.
An attractive

postulate is put forward by

Cannon (1945) that antibodies are modified plasma
globulin and therefore protein deficiency sufficient
to deplete body protein re8ervs would be expected to
reduce the capacity for tintibodj production.

His

earlier data in support of this ostuThte (Cannon et
al. 1943) are criticised by Schneider (1946) on the
grounds that the diet was deficient in many other
nutrients besides protein. These data do, howeve:,
indicate that inanition in rabbits will reduce the
capacity for antibody production.
control of diet was

More rigorous

undertaken by Cannon et a].. (1944)

when rats were fed on high and low protein diets
differing only in protein content;

care was taken

to supply all vitamins considered necessary for the
rat. These results

indicated that "the animals with

abundant protein reserves and an adequate protin
intake were able, on the average, to fabricate
approximately ten times as much antibody as were those
with depleted reserves," When anirrials on the low diet
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and markedly hypoproteinemic, were fed high quality
proteins for a period of days and the subjected to
antigenic stimulation thoy regained their capacity
for antibody production, Further evidence of the
importance of sufficient protein is supplied by
Wissler (1945, 1947) and Generoy and Koffler (1949),
A significant fall in the capacity to produce an -tibodies is only established after protracted protein
deficiency as is emphasised by Bendi -tt and Wissler
(1949) and Cannon (1950); the reason for this is
attributed to a protein reserve (Cannon, 1950),
Hartley and Hartley (1913, 1949), working with
guinea..pigs, found thq -t the primary response to
diptheria toxoid was much affected by diet given
before and during the response.

Animals successfully

immunized and then subjected to diet deficiency
produced secondary responses comparable to the
controls except when kept under protracted diet

deficiency.
The work reviewo1 and extened by Balch

(1950) indictee that nutritional deficiency in man
does not appreciably

lower the capacity for antibody

production.

The evidence, while not extensive, does
indicate that the capacity for antibody production is
only impaited by severe and protracted dietary
deficiency. The most important dietary factors
affecting antibody responre are those as -oclated with
protein Synthesis,
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(b) Temtersture

and seasonal variations.

Stanton et al. (1942) and Kopeloff and

Stanton (1942) have demonstrated that high section
of the spinal cord in rats disturbs their heat
control mechanism, as a rcs].t of which they may be
kept at body temperatures aove or below normal.
Pats kept at an average body temperature 5 0 C. below
normal showed a markedly diminished }iemolysin
response •

¶iiis demonstration would arpear to

have little practical significance unless it can
be shown that low environmental temperatures can
seriously lower the body temperature of norma]. rats.
Hartley, Evans and Hartley (1943) exposed guinea..
Pigs immunized with diptheria A.D.T.
during the ten-day period of

to severe cold

a secondary antitoxin

response and found no significant differences in
response between the exposed and the control animals.
The effect of high temperatures has been investigated
by Ellingson and Clark (1942) 0 who induced artificial
fever in rabbits.
Severe fever near 41.50 C. eliphtly
reduced the antibody response during immunization
With various antigens, and also accelerated the fall
in titre of passively immunized animals. More
moderate fevor, near 40 0 C. induced during immunization had no influence on the antibody response.
The evidence, although limited, does suggest
that an -tibocr response is unlikely to be affected

by temperature fluctuations unless they are extreme
and prolonged; presumably sufficiently prolonged
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and severe to raise or lower body temperature sig..
nificantly above or below normal respectively,

In

cold blooded animals temperature appears to have a
big influence on antibody response.

In frogs

Bisset (1947) found that the production of agglutins
is inhibited at 80 C. whereas at 200 C. they are

produce in high titre. Cushing (1942) reports that
in fish antibody response is more effective at high
than at low tomperatu-...
'A seasonal variation in antibody response

in ruinea_pigs immunized with diptheria toxoid
is reported by Prigge (1937) and Fjord Scheibol
(1943),

The highest responses were attained in

the spring and summer months. The Specific causes
of seasonal variation are unknown.
(C)

Are ,

It is clear from the evidence presented by
Freund (1930), Baumgar -tnor (1934, 1937) and Wolfe
and Dilka (1948) 9 that immature animals are 1es
capable of antibody production than adult animals,
The capacity for antibody production also appears to
decline as animals become age.
Shultz (1934)
Observes from a consideration of previous evidence
that maximal immunolopjoal reactivity is reached at

Sexual maturity but that in these experiments no
distinction was made between sexes. His own evidence
from rabbits indicates that, while females reach their
maximal immunolorical reactivity at sexual maturity,
males show a continued increase after sexual maturity.
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The failure of a continued increase in females is
associated with sexual maturity and operative removal
of the ovaries tent'ed to restore it to some extent,

although not fully. Baumgartner (1937) found no
constant difference in the reactions of the two
sexes, but for individual comparisons her data are
open to the criticism that the amount of antigen
injected, the number of injections, and the dura...
tion of immunization, varied from animal to animal,
Consistent sex differences were found in mice b',
Gorer and Schtze (1938), with the females producing
higher responses than the males.
(d) Miscellaneous.
An expe*iment to determine the possible
relationship between emotional disturbances and
resistance to infection was undertaken by Bakke
and Wolfe (194n) in humans. No correlation was
evident between emotional disturbances In the
subjects and fluctuations in antibody titres.
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C. The Present

pe4mxrt

The evidence reviewed indicates that in
a given population "antibody response", measured
quantitatively to a

irn dose of arrtigon, behaves

as a Continuous variable, i.e. it is not always
either high, low or intermediate, but may attain
any value from zero to the highest response possible
in the given poi,ulaion. Further, where frequency
distributions of antibody response have been plotted

using a loga rithmic scale they have been found to
be normal. These facts suggest that antibody res-

ponse, if genetically controlled, is uhlikely to be
monogenically oontrofled, and an investigation of
its inheritance will involve quantitative mthods.
The multiple factor hypothesis of inheritance first
Put forward by Nilsson1e and East (1909) and
Johanneen (190) 9 and later elaborated by Fisher,,
Haldane and Wright, is now generally accepted as the
basis of continuous variation, and the theories of
quantitative inherj1;cnce have been built on this
assumption. The development of the analysis of

quantitative inheritance up to the present time
has
been reviewed by 7ri,ht (1952),
The object of the experiments reported
here was to examine the

variation of antibody respox* e

to specific antigens in a population of rabbits, and to
•estiiio to what extent this variation is genetically
controlled, A brief discussion of how the

total
variance of a population for a certain character
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may be broken down to determine what fraction of it
may be under genetic control

18

given below.

If the measurement of a given character
made on individuals of a large sample of a given

population is found to vary continuously between
certain limits, It may be found that, when parents

and offspring are compared with respect to the given
character, the offspring resemble their parents more

than they do other members of the population; then
the character is suspected of being under genetica].
control. The fundamental problem of quantitative
inherit'*noe may be considered, therefore, as the
question "To what extent will offspring resemble their
parents with regard to the character being measured?"

The variance of the character may be affected to a
greater or lesser extent by environmental factors,
and in order to predict the degree of inherited

resemblance it is necescry to k.ow what fraction of
the total variance is genetically controlled. A
statistical estimate of this degree of resemblance

may be found by means of a correlation between, or a
regression of, offspring and parents with regard to the
character.

The total variance < T is thus first

broken down into that due to environmental factors

d 29 and that due to heritable factors
= 6 2H
From this formula we may say that

6
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the fraction of the total variance
2 H +6E

attributable to differences in heredity. This
traction may be altered by changing C, 2 or
The genetic variance
of more, or less,

genetically homogeneous populations,

and ' 2 by greater or
environment.

may be altered by the use

lesser restriction of the

It is apparent, then, that this

measure of h3ritable variance, defined by Lush (1948)
as heritability in the "broad sense" (of, formula
on p. 30 ) is applicable only to the population in

which it is measured and concerns only the character
under investigation.
Before proceeding with the further breakdown of the variance it will be convenient at this
point to examine certain aspects of the individuals
In the population. What does heritability tell us
about the breeding value of an individual? I.e.,
what prediction can we make regarding its off;3pring?
Firstly, let us define "brecding value".

It an

individual is mated to a large nurbr o: mates drawn
at random from the

population and the average of the

resultant progeny Is +x unite above the population
moan, then we may say that the individual's breeding
value is +2x.

AS we know that, on the average, an

animal will at a given locus give half the time the
one allele that it carries and half the time the
other, the mean of the progeny

(due to the genes at

that locus) is just equal to the mean of the values
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of the two alleles. This is an estimate of an
individual's true, or "expected" breeding value, If

all the genes were acting additively we should be
able to estimate accurately an animal's breeding value
from the product of the heritability and the individual
phenotypic deviation from the population mean. In
practice, however, this completely additive situation
never occurs,
The first factor to c's Jvirtioas from
"expected" is dominance.

The heteroz,'gote and the

dominant homozygote may then be indistinguishable,

All deviations from the expected value due to the non.
additive effects of allelic genes are known as
"dominance deviations"
epiatasis.

6 2 D. The second factor is

In quantitative inheritance episttjc

deviations cover all deviations fl'om expected due to
the interaction of genes at different loci. This is

a broader use of the term than the original definition
of 4pistasis and it is suggested by Lush ( 1948) that
epiatatic deviations will ultimately be called merely,

"interactions" &2, When these two factors,
and 2, are removed from the heritable fraction of the
variance • 2i, we are left with that fraction of the
variance which is due to the average effects of genes

d 2 G9

The term "adlitive genetic variance"

which is usually used, rnny be misleading in that it
suggests that the genes concerned are acting purely
additively.

The expression of a gene is influenced by

the genetic composition of the genotype and cannot be
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considered absolute, but in the population colLcerned
each gene has an average effect and thus the additive
genetic variance is made up of the averaEe effects
of genes.
The heritable frrctt i of the variance has

now beenirolcen down to
And the total variance

2i=

+ ( 2i + - 2

(2 + S

+ 5

2 + 2

The additive genetic variance is the useful fraction
of the heritable variance as It contributes to the
resemblance between related animals and to the rate
of response to selection.
With few exceptions the methods available for

measuring the genetic variance do in fact measure only
the additive genetic variance and In practice we can
only split the total variance Into the additive genetic

part and the remainder, which is generally called the
environmental variance but which in most cases undoubtedly
contains some due to genetic complexities.
+ 2 /
Thus we write a 2T =
(where
includes all the "remainder" - see above)
and heritability 02 ) now becomes
'j

=

6 2G
U 2T

Lush ( 1948) defines this as heritability in the

"narrow sense" and it is in this sense that it is
generally used.
In all further referencto heritability it will be used in this sense s
The heritability of a particular ohaacter
can be used as a measure of the degree to which
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offspring can be expected to resemble their parents.
The nearer h2 approaches unity the more highly
heritable is the character under investigaticn.

Where the variance of a character is due solely to
environmental variations and there is little or no
genetic variance, h2 will not be s1gnificntly

different from zero.
Some practical uses of herita1 - 4lity are
listed below:
It is of use in estimating the breeding value of
an individual in the population concerned.

Breeding value = h 2 x the phenotypio deviation of
the individual from the population mean, In this
case there is no assumption that the genes concerned
are acting purely additively as we are concerned only

with their average effects,
It supplies an index of what response we can
expect to selection,

This is true for the generation

in which it is measured and probably for a few succeeding generations,

As selection will alter the

genetic constitution of a populatio1 the heritability

does not remain constant and should decline as the
population becomes more genetically uniform.
In animal breeding it determines what methods of

selection are likely to be the most efficient, e.g.
when h2 is high it is advantageous to use individual
selection, but when h 2 is low it is better to progeny
test or to use family selection.

There are a number of methods available for
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estimating heritability, all of which depend on the
greater degree to which animals with similar geno-

types resemble each other than they do less closely
related animals. These are discussed by Lush ( 1948),
who concludes that generally the most useful are
comparisons of resemblance between parents and offspring, which do not include dominance deviatiolka.
Of the methods available for corn ar1ng parents and
offspring the one giving the most accurate measure of
heritability is that calculated by the regression of

offspring mean on parent mean, '; It does not Include
dominance deviations, and the reeiblance Is expectea
to be high if the character is highly heritable.
This method requires that all, or at least a random
random sample, of the progeny be measured, i.e, no
selection of offspring for measurement, but it does
allow of the selection of parents. As the facilities

were available, and since it was proposed to begin
selection for rabbits high and low in their antibody
responses respectively, this method was chosen for

use in the present experiment.
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Materials and Methods

II.

The reasons for selecting rabbits as the
most suitable animals for the present investigations
were (a) they are widely used for serological and
Immunological studies and the results of the present

Investigation might have some immediate application
in these fields; (b) they are well stl.ted for serological studies in that they nie o'bl of provi1ng
relatively large quantities of sum; (c) they were
available in sufficient quantity.

The experiments were lesigned to fit in
with the then running experiments of Dr. Rendel and
Dr. Robertson, which involved measurements of body
weight, The first Rendel and Robertlon experiment
involved a population of small ermine-rex (ER)
rabbits, and the second a population derived from
crosses between the ermine-rex (ER) stock and a
Flemish-Giant (F-G) stock, Later a third experiment,
designed to assist the present work, was planned, which
consisted of within litter selection for 16 weeks'
body weight,

the parents being selected from the

oroasbred stock, These three Hendel and Robertsoii
experiments will be referred to as Expt, ]., izpt. 2

and Rxpt. 3 respectively in this section.
The total rabbit popula' ion may, for
convenience, be subdivided as follows:
(al Aged parents,
Some of the ER and ER x F-G parents of
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xpt. 1 and Bxpt. 2 were available and these ranged
In age from two to four years.

It was decided to

teat these rabbits, in spite of their age, to explore

the poasitdlity of any obvious parent offspring
similarities.

The data obtained from these rabbits

was necessarily scrappy and incomplete; it is used
in the text in connection with age effect but not used

in the heritability analysis.
(b) Parent generation.
In this generation all rabbits that became available
were tested for

antibody response at between 5 and 6

months of age. They consisted of ermine-rexa from
Expt. 1 and creases from Expt. 2, From the crosses
were selected the parents for J?xpt. 3 and although
this experiment was designed prinoipafl.y for weight
selection, some of the parents were selected on anti-

body response irrespective of weight. The parent
generation supplied data for frequency distributions

of response and for comparisons of the two populations
with respect to antibody response.
(a) Selection generation,
This generation was made up entirely of
Expt. 3 rabbits, all measured for antibody response

at between 5-6 months of age. The data obtained
from these animals, together with that from their
parents, were utilized for the heritability estimations.

The animals were housed in ventilated,
unheated buildings throughout the year. Up to nine
months of age animals were fed pellets, and thereafter
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a mixture of oats and pellets; rabbits received
their final weighing at sixteen weeks, and soon
after this they were separated into individual cages
to await injection. The age of 5-6 months was
selected as the most suitable for injection since
at this age the animals reach sexual maturity and
antibodies acquired passively from the mother will
have disappeared (Marrack, personal connunication).
The pre-injeotlon sera of 25 rabbits, whose female
parents had received the routine injection antigens
before being mated, were tested against the antigens
used and no passive antibodies could be demonstrated.
B. Selection of Anttgens.
When selecting th

antigens for the present

experiment consideration had to be given to: (1) quantity,
(2) purity, (3) ability to produce a reepoi.ise without
necessitating a prolonged course of injections; and
(Li.) an antigen which rabbits are unlikely to encounter

naturally.
It was estimated that some hundred of rabbits would
be tested during the course of the experiment and it was
thus evident that any antigen to be used must be
available in relatively large quantities.
In an experiment of this nature the purity of the

antigens used is of fundamental importance. If one
of the antigens used were a mixture containing different

See appendix, i(i).
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antigenic fractions, different animals might respond
differently to the different fractions and thus lead
to confusion.

(3) There appears to be no standard injection schedule
for producing antibodies in rabbits, The general
procedure appears to be a continued series of injections with test-bleedings at intervals until the

required response is achieved.

An exa'.:le of t;is type

of procedure is given by Boyd (19 147), who sugesta

as a general injection schedule intravenous injections
for the first three days of one wk, one intra-abdominal
and two intravenous injections for the first three.
days of the following three weeks, followed by a trial
bleeding one week after the last injections Each
injection to be 1-2 cc. of a 1% solution of the antigen

concerned. Other schedules have been suggested by
Boyd (1939) as well as other workers. However
efficient these schedules may be for the production
of high-titre antiserum, they a.e time-consuming in

the extreme, requiring 149 and 35 days respectively
from the time of the first injection to the first
bleeding. With large numbers of rabbits to be
tested and with a limited space available, it was

apparent that no such prolonged course of injections
could be undertaken. In selecting suitable antigens
it was therefore decided to stipulate as a requirement
the production of a measurable antibody response by
10 - 14 days after the last injection of a course of
two injections spaced by a week. This would involve
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one rabbit being housed for a period not exceeding

28 days unless required for breeding. This facilitated
the estimation of the number of animals that could be
handled during the course of the experiment and thus
the quantity of antigen that would be required.
(Li.)

It was considered advisable to avoid antigens

which might be introduced into a rabbit colony by the
invading parasite of some disease. The measurement

of response to any such antigen would be complicated
by the presence of some actively immunized animals.
A list of the antigens initially considered
is given below, and each antigen, or group of antigens,

will be discussed as to their suitability.
Toxins: The exotoxiaa of Diphtheria and Tetanus
have

been thoroughly investigated for the production

of prophylactics for human use. They are obtainable
commercially in modified form as toxoids, but these
are made up in batches and one bntoh may have a higher

or lower antigenicity than another. This difficulty

may be overcome by the use of the purified toxins
which are available.

The objects which excluded them

for use in the present experiment were (i) the intravenous injection of these toxins usually fails to produce
an antibody response whereas subcutaneous or intra-

muscular injection produces a strong antibody response;
Troffers,, Meidelberger and Freund (1947). The ob-

jection to the use of subcutaneous or intramuscular
injection is that variations in response may be influenced,

independently of the antibody forming mechanism, by
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such factors as skin thickness and vascularisat ion
of the area injected; (ii) The methods generally

used for the quantitative estimation of antibody
response to these toxins, Römer and Sanes (1909),
involvec the use of guinea-pigs. Sufficient accommodation was not available for the numbers of these
animals estimated to be required for the large

number of responses to be measured.

It was also

felt that the labour involved might become a limiting
factor on the number of responses which could be
measured.
Hemocyanin: Hemooyanin is 1cribed by Hooker and
Boyd (1936) and Boyd (1947) as being a good antigen,

as its high molecular weight, 6,800,00 (Kabat and
Mayer, 1948), would suggest.

It is not obtainable

commercially in this country and attempts to extract
it from snails proved too laborious.
Red blood corpuscles:

These are readily available

and a single source of aupply,such as a horse or a
sheep, could be used throughout. They are a however,
antigenically oonplex and in this sense unsuitable.
The usual method of estimating the antibody response

to them is that of end-point titration with a series
of serum dilutions;

the end point being the lowest

dilution to show agglutination. This method is often
considered to be unreliable as a quantitative estimate

of antibody response. Although there does not appear
to be much evidence to aup:ort this view, it is
reasonable to assume that one would be measuring a
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complex antibody response, i.e, more than one
antibody, and for the present purpose this was
undesirable.
Crystallized Bovine Plasma Albumin (BRA.): This

antigen was suggested for use in the present
investigation by Professor Aarrack who hused It
extensively, measuring antibody responses by a
colorometric nitrogen determination.

It is obtainable

oornmeroially from Armour and is described as a highly

purified protein containing less than O.Ol

globulins,

less than 1% ash and less than 5% moisture. B.P I,A o
has been widely used for Perological studies and is
described by Goebel and Perlmann (19149) as a "good"

antigen. This antigen fulfilled the requirements
as regards availabflity and appeared to be reasonably
pure. It was thought at the time that with two
relatively small injections the small globulin
impurity was unlikely to cause confusion in the
measuring of antibody response. A preliminary

experiment in which each rabbit received two injections
of 20 mg (i.e. 2 cc. l) with an interval of a week
between injections Indicated that, out of a total of 21
rabbits, 14 produced a measurable response s 3 produced an
overnight response and 14 produced no response, when
bled 10 days after the last injection. The presence

of non-responding rabbits was not considered disadvantageous, since there was some likelihood of this
being genetically controlled (of. Klezkowaki, 1939).
The pre-inje.on serum of 25 anithals was tested against
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B.PS A., and in none was there any sign of naturally
occurring anti'..B.P.A.

In crystalline form B.P.A.

proved very stable when stored below 5°c, It is
soluble in water and when in solution was found to

give repeatable results up to lLi days of storage
at 0 - li °C, after which Its ability to react with
homologous antiserum appears to decrease.

In the

present experiment only freshly made up solutions

were used for injections and optimal proportions
estimations,
12bacoo MBai Vir us (T,M.V,): Dr. A. Kleozkowakj.
of Rothamated Experimental Station kindly offered
to supply T.M.V. for the present experiment, and
this offer was gratefully accepted. T.M.V, has an
extremely high molecular weight, estimates varying
from 33.000,000 (Schram, G., and FriednichFreska, Ii.,
1914) and 50,000,000 (Kausoha, G.A., and Ruska, H.,
1939).

T.M.V. is strongly antigenic and neither

Spooner (personal communication) nor Kleozkowaki
(personal communication) have encountered a rabbit
which did not produce a response to injections of

this antigen, even in very small quantities,

The

T.M.V. was supplied as liquid and In this form is
very stable even at room temperature.

It also

showed no naturally occurring anti-T,M.V. antibodieS.
Crystalline bovine

plasma albumin (B.?,A.) and

Tobacco Mosaic Virus

were available in

adequate amounts and appeared to fulfil the necessary

conditions, and were therefore selected.
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0. ethods of injection and bleedinR.
The intravenous route of injection was
selected for the two principal antigens in order
to avoid the possibility of introducing variables,
independent of the antibody response (see Toxins,
P, 37 ).

Later in the experiment when toxins

were used they were injected subcutaneously, but all

antigens other than toxins were injected i:itravenously.

Where other antigens were used they were always

injected after animals had had their final bleeding
for E.P.A. and T,M.V. estimations

Antigens other'

than B.P.A. and T.M.V Ø will be described separately
under the section dealing with correlations of
response (p.110 ).
Each rabbit received two "combined" in-

jections with an interval of a week between injections. Each combined injection consisted of 2 cc.

1% B.P.A. followed immediately by 2 cc. 0.0125 T,M.V.;
thus each animal received a total of 140 m,g, of B.k,A.

and 0,5 mg. T.M.V.

Vith the exception of the "aged

parents" all the data on B.P.A. and T.M.V. was derived
from rabbits which received "corribined" injections.

Stress is laid on this point in view of the evidence

of Boyd (1937) that the simultaneous injection of a
number of antigens may produce less total antibody
than the injection of only a single antigen. Not
all the "aged parents" received "combined" injections,

as some of them were tested durizj the preliminary
stages of the experiment when the dose for B.P.A. had
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been decided on and that for T.M.V. hd not.
Bleedings were made on the tenth and

thirteenth days after the last Injection.
D. Methods pf estimating antibody response.
The antigen-antibody reaction, although
generally considered chemical in nature, Is not as
yet fully understood and cannot be defined in the

precise terms of a simple chemical reaction. The
evidence cooernIrig, and hypothesis put forward to
explain, the complexities of the antigen-antibody
reaction are dealt with at length by Boyd (1947),
Kabat and Mayer (1948) and Toley and Wilson (19I48),
The antigen-antibody rctio may take a number of
forms: (1) Agglutinatn, where red-cells or
bacteria are aggregated into clumps by their respective antibodies; (2) Ljs1e, where, In the presence
of complement, red-cells or bacteria, sensitized by their

respective antibodies, break up - hence hemolysis and
bacterlolysis;

(3) The precipitin reaction, whore

a specific precipitate is formed as the result of
the union of antigen and antibodr.
The different forms of the reaction are

dependent upon the nature of the antigens involved and
are not due to different types of antibodies, e.g.
antibodies to a pneumocoocal antigen may agglutinate
living pneuniococoi possessing the antigen concerned
and may give a precipitin reaction with the antigen
when extracted in chemically pure form. The antigenantibody reaction is highly specific in that antibodies
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will only combine with the antigen used to stimulate
them. Some few exceptions have been found where
antibodies to one antigen react with different, but
structurally related, antigens.

Antigen and antibody may combine in varying
proportions.
The antibody/antigen ratio in the
precipitate of an antigen-antibody complex is not
a constant for any one system and may vary according
to the relative proiortions in which the antigen
and antibody are mixed, (Marrack and Smith, 1931;
Heidelberger and Kenial, 1935). The amount of

ppt formed is also a function of the proort1ona in
which they are mixed (Kleczkowskl, 1941).
In the
region of gross antigen excess the ppt goes into
solution; in some instnces this applies also to
antibody excess.

The range over which precipitation

occurs varies with the antigen-antibody system con-

oe'ned, e.g, diphtheria toxin-antitoxin reaction has
a very narrow range, whereas that of T.M.V.-anti-T,M,V,

is very wide,

These factors complicate the methods

of estimating antibody response,
A method used by earlier workers and still
employed widely is that of the end-point titration.
A fixed quantity of antigen is added to varying

dilutions of antibody (usually "doubling dilutions".
i • e. 1, 1/2, i/Li., 1/8 .., etc.) and the lowest
dilution to show a reaction is taken as the "titre"

or measure of response. The validity of this method
Is often questioned as the end-point, is read in the
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zone of antigen excess,
to the concentration

and is therefore relative

of the constant amount of

antigen used. The accuracy of the method is further
open to the criticism that

errors of 50 or lOOt are

likely to occur, it being often Ufficult to decide
which of two dilutions is the actual end-point,
This error is of less iortance -,'hen rerJlrigs are
converted to a logarithmic scale.

More sriou8

errors may occur in the making of dilutions, The
method is rapid and certainly useful as a guide to
variability of response within groups of animals

tested at the

same time. Where erythnooytes are

used as antigens it is the only method available for
determining response.

The term "titre", originally

derived from this method, is now used more generally
to mean measure of antibody response irrespective
of the method employed,

A more precise method is that of determining
the "equivalence zone".

A constnt quantity of

serum is added to each of a seriesof antigen dilutins

and the ensuing reactions allowed to proceed to
completion ,., after centrifuction, the supernatant

of each dilution is tested for the presence of
antigen and antibody, Where a single Dntigenantibody system is involved a zone in the series
of antigen dilutions will show neither antigen nor
antibody in the supernatants. This zone is known
as the equivalence zone, as it indicates the complete
absorption of antigen and antibody, With a multiple
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antigen-antibody system the equivalence zone is
ion:

Oirl,Jnct or even 'scrit.

o

The majñ criticism

. rie3oO is tn1; t10 zone ma:; be wide and

therefo, not very precise,

'There a logarithmic

scale is used it can be considered a rerno:n
good measurao± antibody response.
Dean and rebb (1926) observed that the
speed of reaction varied with the proportions in
which anti-en and antibody were mixeC

In any

particular system where a constant quantity of
serum was added to a series of antigen dilutions
precipitation always occurred first at a particular
- n/antibody ratio, irrespective of the absolute

diluti

.

oiled this the point of optimal

prOpor':- .

']e syster they were usin,' it

Corresponde with the equivalence zone.

.lthoui'h
the optimal proportions point does not coincide

with the equivalence zone in all systems,

it is
considered by Boyd (1947) to be a reasonably good
method for the co rriro oi i;'o
''-' of
different sero,
icthOds of iizatin,r the antibody content of sera by determining the nitrogen content
of the anti enritjbo d1T coynplrx at, or near, the
eoiv1ence poin nve been developer) by Heiee1bergr
(1930, 1934), Heidelberger and McPherson (1943),
000dner et a].. (1937) and Ger1ou,h et al, (1941)

%There the antigen used is protein in nature the
antibody nitrogen is deteniflfl( h',r subtretjon

of

the nitrogen in the anti'on 1nvolve from the to-a1
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nitrogen in the antigenaritibody complex at eauivalcr:ce
or slightly in the reion of antiren exces - .

It is

claimed (see Boyd, 1947) that washing the precipita1ed

antigen—antibody complex will remove all non—epecifi
Protein which may have been brought dorm fro the
serum rith the precipitate (c.-. coElcnent).
Heidelborger and McPherson (1943) removed the complement from the serum b first subjecting it to a

separate antigen—antibody reaction. The nitrogen
determinations are made with a micro—Kjoldal, and
are undoubtedly accurate, but with our present in
complete knowledge of the ant igensn -tibod'.r reaction
it would seem questionable to equate this chemical

accuracy directly to antibody response.

ite

a considerable amount of equipment and 1'or is
rec'uireci for the extensive use of this method, and
for this reason it was not consider&! suitable in
the present investigation.
A rapid method based on the Photoelectric
zieaaurement of turbidity has been devised by Libby
(1938 9 1941).

There are, howove ', numerous non-

specific frctors which af:iect the rate of flocculatjdn
and particle size of an antigenantjbody complex, an

as these influence the turbidity readings, the
comparison of the response of different sera is not
very precise; particularly if readings are made at
different tir'rn

of tern

rntur.

r:d

under slightly different conditions

critical analysis of the perfoin.nco
Of photorefloctrornetors is riven b Polton et ci. (1942).
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For the present experiment it was decided

that precise accuracy, such as that obtained in the
nitrogen determination methods, could be sacrificed
in favour of convenience of estimation. cinee
large numbers of estimations vz'i](

be 1 wo1vec1 ,

degree of e xpeHment.!1 error could be evaluated
statistically.

Consequently, the more empirical

methods were c'doptod, ac described below.
(g) ecflninuc usin -' hovi e plasma albumin,

The antibody response to this antigen was
measured by the "optimal prorortionsn technic,uo.

Undiluter serum was added to a series of antigen
dilutions and the first dilution to show a visible
precipitate was taker as an estimate of the optimal
pro 'rtiong port.

"ere a simultaneous precipita-

tion occurred in tvo adjacent dilutions, an interpolated
veiue was taken.
1 cc. ?ToOipitifl tubes were used
so that

cc, serum wc::'. od to

cc. of each antigen

'ext fl. . 1 shows the code of vclues
to
Scale
Dilutions
Pf 1 0,

thc•

vcricy ; rcaonses.

109876

5 4

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
20
3.60• 320
12

3

2
ovoitht
reaction

1
no visible
reaction

Text Fig.l
1'ubes were set up and placed in a water bath for
One hour at 400 0: any set of tubes which failed to
flocculate in this time were put in the refrigerator
Overnight and re-read the following day. These

1.--tor do not rrive an optimal pro -.ortions estimate
but do indicate a reaction as opnosed to those which
give no visible reaction.
The level of rcn-oo ror cio( after n
single injection of any antigen is general17 lower
than that attained after two spaced injections; also
the peak of response may be reached later after one
injection than after two spaced injections,
exrmle of this is the response to diphthoria toxin
where the peak of response to a single injection is
reached 28 days after the injection, and 10 days
after the second of two spaced injections. For
these reasons it was decided to give two spaced
injections instead of one, and no investigations were
made on the response to a single injection.
The most apropriate time to test for
response, relative to last injection, would be at the
time of maximum antibody production for each animri.
Since other workers had used different
injection routines, the tire—response curves of our
rabbits had to be checkc .

This was done by bleeding

two rabbits daily, and two Caily from the fifth day,
after injection (Fig, 2A C and B D respectively).
Phe curves show that the maximum is reached after
about 7 days or later, that the levels of maximum
response differ from animal to animal, and that the
Onset of decline of response is also different for
each individual. It was impractical to follow
thrugh such cuven for all animals, so a furth'r
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chock on a larger group was restricted to 7 9 10 9 13
and 16 day assays. This batch of rablits shower
markedly different char,ctorjs - jcs from the initial
sample
The responses of individuals showed maxima
on different days, and data from individuals showing
peak response o the srrie day have been grouped
together in Fig 3A.

The details for each animal

are "ivan in appendix r, but scrutiny of these adds

little to the general picture summarised in the grnphr.
There was evidence that the group showing the highest

I

response reached its peak earlier th r -r-i 7 days, so a
urther sai1e was chocked (Fig. 3).
This again
s howed that maximum response was reached after four
ays,
As th nunbors in each

up were small,

the data of FlITS. 3A and B
have been oo'b!ned in
7jp 4.
Animals showing no response (of which there
Were 18 9 or 36' in the sample) have been excluded from
0

this figure. From these data it is obvious that we
ønn differentiate, on the average, between high (and
arly), intermediate, low (and late)
ninals

responding

as well as those which respond very weakly

if at all. The intermediate group can be differentjted
irto two categories only by checking their response on
to days (10th and 13th); one group having reached
its peak by the first date and other not
until the
SCcond.
From this survey it would Seem that the
eserrtial minimum of bleedings needed to categorise
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pig, 4

the response of animals with any accuracy is two,
and that the boat days for doing this wculd be the

tenth and thirteenth.

Even so this is a oornprrnie

and selection of those ( ys p which were adopte,
—

involves failure to differentiate beiwern the 2
of animals which show a low and delayed response at
sixteen days arid those which respond very weakly.

0
,~
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(b) Tobacco mosaic virus,
The method of osi.rmting respse to
was initially made bf cn'-point titres, using a constant volume of .02f' T.L .V. a nd a series of serum
dilutions, 1, 1/10 9 1/20 9 1/40 . • 1/10 9 240.
Thi1e;
variation between animals was amarent, the method
proved unsui -

b1c for T.M.V. since great difficulty

was experienced in deciding on the end-points, and
the method wrs abandoned.
th T.IA.V. the nthod of optimal pro - ortions
is difficult because of the speed of reaction betwecn
intigen Lnd antibody; the last tube 1 rocini iates
*ithin a very short time of the first,
I is possible
to slow the reaction down by diluting by a factor of
ten, but as great care is still needed in observing
ôach reading, the method becomes laborious when a
large number of estimations are Involve'.
As an n ltr'-r tive the equivrlr c
mrthod was adopte,
ome preliminary tests were
c'-

made to find the range of response at the injection
dOse selected.
The method, as it was finall'T adontod
and used throughout
the experiment, is given below.

It Is of Interest that optimal
proportions estimations
coincided with equivalence zone estimations made on
the same sora. This is in agreement with the findings
Of 11ecZkowkj (1941).
Bight 5 cc • tubes were set up
for each scrurn and
cc* of the appropriate antigen
vn adc'el to es,c1 (see next fir-, 2).
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Tube No.

cc. T.M,V.
.0L
02 1

2
3

4

.005%

5
6
7

.00125c
.000625%
.0003125%

8
Text Fig, 2

To each tube was added ' cc * of serum which had
been diluted by a half, The tubes were then placed
in a water bath for half an hour at 40 0C,, after which

they were placed in the refrigerator and left overnight, They were then centrifuged and the aupernates
removed and divided in two, To one half was added
cc. of strong antiserum diluted by half, and to
the other i2 cc, .01 T.M.V.

These were then placed

In the water bath and the equivalence zone estimation
read off when precipitation was complete, The zone

is indicated by a tube in which no precipitation
occurs, 1,e, it contains neither excess antigenror
antibody. Where the equivalence zone was wide, or
overlapping, the estimate of response was obtained br
interpolation, The scale of values measuring antibody
response is given in Text fig. 3.
Scale

Tube No.

10

987654 32

above 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
one

1

below
eight

Text Fir, 3
The antigen dilutions for both 13. L .A. and
T.M.V, are in a geometric progression and hence the
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tube number for any equivalence or optimal proortione
estimation represents the inverse log, of the antibody
response. The scales in figs. 1 and 3 measure the
log, of antibody response. The extremes, 10 and 1
for T.M.V., and 1 and 2 for B.P.A,, are not strictly

to scale and this will be taken into account when
interpreting the data. This method of measuring
the response is convenient and also useful in view
of the evidence of Carlinfanti (1945) and Molt (1951)
that the scale of antibody response is logarithmic.
The tirres of bleeding, relative to the last
injection, selected for testing response were 10 and
13 days; thus serum from the same bleedings could be
used to test response to both B.P.A. and T.M.V.

The secondary time response curves to T.M,V,, as
illustrated in Table 1, do not show the variability
displayed by those to B.P.A, The secondary response
rises rapidly to a peak at 4 to 7 days, after which
it falls off very gradually. The estimated experimental error of measurement is

6(31,

and within the

limits of this error the order of ranking can be
regarded as being the same whether judged by response
at 4, 7, 10 or 13 days.

The variation is greatest

at 7 days, but only slightly reduced at 10 and 13 days, and
these both were regarded as being satisfactory for
the present investigation.

-

See ap2endix,A(3).

4
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Serial
No.

2

399
14.00
1401
1402
1403
4014
1405
1406
407
1408
409
140
1411
142

5
L.
3
1.5
1.5
2
1
1
1
1
1
4,5
5
3,5

-

Response at the following days
after last injection
14.
10
7
17
13

5
14.5
14
14,5
5
5
1
1
1
1,5
1
6
7
4,5

5.5
6
14.5
5.5
5
6
1
1
1
2
2.5
7
8
LI.

5.5
5
4
5.5
5
5
1
1
1
2
2
7
7
5

Table 1

5
5
14,5
5,5
5
5
1
1
1
2
2
6
6
14.5

5
5.5
5

20

5
5.5
14.5
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RESULTS.

III.

he inheritance of_raporise to Tobacco Mosaic Virus

L.M.V

The 10 and 13 day responses given in Table 2

show a wide variability in antibody production in
the population surveyed, ranging from 1 to 7 in our
log, units. The parent generation, which comprised
two populations of rabbits, was surveyed and in vi

;W

of possible genetic differences between the frequency
distributions of response drawn in Figs. 5A and B
were compared statistically.

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF RESPONSE TO T.M.V.

B

A

F.G.-CROSS POPULATION

E.R. POPULATION

25

25

N=7 2

N=33

20

20
'I)
-J

U,

-1
4

4

IS

'5

z

z

4

4

U-

0
i

UJ

tO

Z 5

T

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ANTI UDY

ANTIBODY RESPONSE

RESPONSE

=Li.57
Fir.
They showed a variance ratio s of 1.185 which is not

significantly different at the 5`a. level, and this
Justified a com)arjaon of their
-

MR

See appendix.

A(1)

meris by

a t-test

_T

I
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this gave t 103 = 1.149 which 1.8 not significant at
the lX level, suggesting that the mean difference
observed could be due to chance in 1 out of 10 cases,
and the two populations can be regarded as being the

sane as regards their response to T.LV.

To increase

the data on the frequency distribution of response
to TM.V e the data from the two populations were

added;

this result is shown in Fig. 6.
FREQUENCY DIST. OF RESPONSE TO T.M.V.

3

U,
-j

z
U-

0
Ui

z

[a

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

ANTIBODY RESPONSE

= 4. 43
= 0.114

C. of V. = 32.5%

1.144
Fg,6
This distribution was so obviously normal, oven to
the extent of being a lmost suspect, and justified the
use of a logarithmic scale in measuring response.

10
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The heritability of response to T.M.V. was measured
by a mid—parent/offspring regression, i.e. a regression
of the mean response of offspring on the mean response
of their parents. For

this purpose 213 animals

were measured, comprising 32 litters, and thus giving
32 points on the regression. This regression, shown
In Fig. 7, gave a value of i2 = 0.876, ' = 0.091 .
a

7

x
6

x

X
X

xx x
X
5

x

xX
X

X

z
uJ
X
X
Z

X

cc
a-

X

'I,

x

X
X
X
2

X
X

L.

I

I

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

PARENT MEAN

tg.7
In spite of the relatively low number of points making
up the regression, these data clearly demonstrate

response to T.M.V. to be

highly heritable.

It is

concluded that the variability of resronse demonstrated

by different animals to a St':rard course of injections

1 See

appendix for calculation, A(2)
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of TM.V., is almost entirely genetically controlled.
B. The ixiez'1

ice of response to Bovine Plasma Albumin.

In spite of a great range of variability

between individuals, c:

bl to T.I'.V., the final

analysis of easuremnt3

O

se to this antigen

failed to demonstrate any genetical control; all
measurements of heritability were not significantly

different from zero.

In view of the high heritability

of response to T.M.V. this was unexpected, and it was

considered of prime importance to discover reasons,
if any, for this failure.

To do this, it is neces-

sary to consider the investigation of this antigen
in detail, and what follows is a description of the
investigation in the order in which it was recorded,

During the survey of the pazent generation all the
surviving "aged parents" (i.e. parents of the "parent

generation") were tested in the hope that any obvious
parent/offspring similarities, not affected by age,
would be brought to light. The data from the aged
parents and their offspring in the parent generation
are given in Fig. 8. The aged parents ranged in age

from two to four years; thc8e in the first row
of Fig. 8 were six months to a year older than those
in the second row. The most striking feature of the

aged parents is the high proportion of non-responders
(i.e. in grade one). A oomarison of the relative
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Fig, 8
numbers of non-responders in the two groups of
aged parents Shows no significant difference between
them in this respect.
Nonresponders
Responders Totals
row 1

5

L.

9

row 2

13

L.

17

Totals

18

8

26

= 1,21
i.e, not significantly
different at 5 level,

When the aged parents are compared with their offspring
inthe parent generation no obvious parent/offspring
similarities are apparent. The most Striking
difference is in the relative proportions of non-
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responders.
Nonresponders

Responders

Totals

Aged parents

18

8

26

Parent generation

10

64

74

Totals

28

72

100

= 29.6 significant at 1 level.

This difference renders any mathematical comparison
of measurements of parents and offaprhig at different
ages (i.e, heritability) meaningless.

The differences

in the responses of the two groups can b6 attributed
to their differences in age.

It is of interest to

note that, of the eight aged parents which gave
measurable responses, three were females with a
mean response of 5,5 and five were males with a
mean response of 14.6.

This supports the findings

of Baumgartner (1937), who found no consistent

differences between sexes, and disagrees with
Schultz (1934)9, who clai:ied that males continue to
Increase in their ability to produce antibodies
after sexual maturity whereas females do not. The
overall depression of the antibody response is in
agreement with the eviience fro --:, many workers (Bee
P.

24.).
As previously stited, the

o--f , the

parent generation covered two po)u1ations of rabbits;
the frequency distributions of response in these
populations are given in Fig, 9A and B. When these
distributions were compared statistically they showed
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FREOUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF RESPONSE To B.P.A.
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a variance ratio of 1,64 wMcI is sinificarrt at
1 . level.

As the clan sr! values one and two are not

quantitative, the distributions were again compared
using only those animals giving a measurable qunnti
tative response (i.e. class three and above..

The

variance ratio in this case was 1.75, which is
significant at the 1 level. The cclusion drawn

fro - this is that the two populations are different
ri'- rpcct to their ability to produce antibodies
to . .A.

This difference is presumably genetic,

since the two ponulations were comDared under
identical conditions, the rr.h!its fro - he two rrous
being assayed concurrent1.

0

•

RESPONSE

-. 6.:
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Since parents were selected entirely froii
the F.- cross population ( 1.

-.
U

P), their frequency

distribution must be co:7aicr: in more detail.
The distribution is clearly bimodi.

ho quanti-

tative section of the distribution, i.e. lhose
values greater than 2, when considered separately,
appears to be normal.

Some of the anima is with

values one, and two, presumably belong to this
distribution, but the greater proportion of them
appear to belong to a separate distribution. In
the scale of measurement used (see p.47) the
value two is not a quantitative measure of
response, and tiir i
' iretetion of this measurement is difficult.

'io foilowjnp possibilities

were considered:These animals could be genuine low responders
and some of them could be animals rerching a peak
at 16 days (see P. 51 ).
Optimal proportions readings were made during
one hour in the water bath, and it seemed possible
that some animals might have a delayed reaction
and reiuire a longer period.
The time in the

water bath was extenced to l

hours while testjn

the next 64 rabbits, and of these 4 gave a visible
Precipitate after one hour and before

hours, all

Of which were below the V*c
spite of the extenced ti.rc e1evc

In
animals

were Classified as having a response of t.o.
from a possible 15 two's only 4 animals
differentiated as giving a quantitative response.

ius

64.

Whether a longer period in the water bath would
have differentiate(, norc cninals, was not investigat.

hose four anirals may possibl. bolonr to

th. cc;ion of the cuantitative distribution 'eh
is overlappinp, with the non-quantitative socti
The period of one hour in the waterbath was revorted
to since the parents had been tested on this basis.
It seemed posible that the speed of response m1ht
have a penetic basis, a

r

1

nonse

did not result in a prec -- * - :± *
would be considereO as a slow responder for the

purposes of investlratjng th.
There was no question of Cnrin to a
different technique of measurement at this stage
in the experiment, since the parents had been

measured by this method: nor could this antigen
be abandoned in favour of another, because of the
pos'ibiljty of introducing a varjrble into the
measurement of responses to . .V. which was provinr,
a very euitb1e antigen s
Without the hirh proortjon of two's, the
distribution would still have been bimodal becruse

of the large number of animals rivinr no measure...
able response, i.e. 9T-.,. de one.
Investitio
into the causes of this absence of response were
undertaken, and are '- iven below.
(1) The test for response depends upon the nrere

Ali

of a precipitatin , - ant igcn_antibody Compic:.

It

ce

65.

seemed posrible that genetic factors which inhibit
precipitation might be 8egregatjn' in the - o - u1a-.

tion.

They mi,ht (a) inhibit an -tibo - ro(uction

to tbi

tigen entirely, or (b) just inhibit nrc-

clpi -tptjon but allow tn

ocluc:jo of non-.

preci nitating antibodie .

!!on-prociitating antibodies are known
to be produced to other antigens,
e" albumen
(Kabat and Mayer, 194?), and ter

-;:'- :

de in an

r- : -

endeavour to establish their presence.
The first test ws based
tion that if serum containing nonnrccipit,- , 'i n!antibodips were added to the antigen dilutions

prior to the addition of a strong antiserum, it
mirtht inhibit to some ci ogres the precjT)it1jon of
the strong antiserum. The two strong antisera
selected gave the following optimal pro - ortjons:_
antigen dilutions
Seri,-,l

1

T.

I -2
149

1

1

1

52
-

2/11j

1

1
320

1

1

-

21
2

3

-

The two non-responding antisera selected were 123
and 125. * cc, of each of these was added to a
separate series of antipen dilutions, which were
then placed in a water bath at 40 c.
0
for a period

66.
of a half-hour s

-After this time 1 cc. of 142

antiserum was ath]ed to each of the antigen di1utics
containing 123, and * cc. of 149 to those containing 126; they were replaced in the water bath

and gave the following results:
antigen dilutions
Serial

r

1i.2

3.

1

1

1

1

1

1
123

9

149 126

8

7 3

1

1

65

6

3

5-

3

S

-

The fall in response and the sliht1y longer time
tken to precipitate are ecpeotecl consequences of
diluting the strong antiserum by

f,

This test,

although crude, suggested no obvio' iflhibjtja.
It was possible that non-responding
animals were deficient In all, or part, of normal

serum conmiement reQuirements, If this was so,
the presence of a small quantity of guinea-pit,
corn1oment might a at as a "cementing" agent and
thus precipitate any antIen...antidy complex that
may have forrne1.

test for this the sera of five
non-responders 'iore tested individually aInst a
TO

series of the routine antigen dilutions, to which had
been added different concentrations of guinea-pig
Complement ranging from one drop 1/100:), to one
drop concentrated complement. In no case was there
any Indication of a p reci pitate.
'Phis test has
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little value unless it gives a positive result

and no conclusions were drawn from the result.
A standard method of testinp for the
presence of non-preciritring antibodies is that
of complement fixatjoi.

This test is based on the
fact that complement combines with antigen-antibody
complexes, even when these are not visibly manifostec3 as precipitates; by testing for the rcmoval
Of complement from a system one is able to test
for the presence of an antigen...antibody comple: - .
Sensitised red cells will lyse in the presence of
Cornp1ome.

The principle of complement fixation
may boropresented by the foUowi
oeu' -tjoyj (Rabat
and Mayer, 1948):...
antipon .- comp1oent - (no fixation) ±
Sensitised
red coils __> lysis,

antibody - Complement._ (no fixa tion+. sensitised
re? coils -> Lysic,
an1ien

4-

antibody

4

comp1ent —>(fixation)
+ sensitised red cells _> no lysis.
For the present tests, the reagents
Used were obtrjed
from tm
elicome esearch Laboratories, and carried out
in ac
ord.'noe with the instructions Supplied with
thor'

•

The sera fromfivo non-responding animals
were tested and in none was there any suggestion of
the presence of an antigen-antibody reaction. This

could not be token as conclusive evidence
for the
absence of non-Precipitating antibodies since
there

is evidence of certain antigen-antibody complexes
which co not take ui, conrnlernent (Kabat and Player,
1948).

However, it can be

nk

r beir.rr',r

indicative of their absence.

In this connection one further test was
made which was auggee -ted by the evidence of Kabat
and Mayer (1948),that non-Precipitating antibodies
can elicit a passiveanr;phy1ac -tjc shock in guineapigs.
The general procedure for tests of this
nature is to introduce the anti-serum to be tested

into the guinea -pig's stem and allow it to circulate for a period of 12 to 48 hours: antigen,
in excess of the equivalence point of the antiserum
under test, Is then introduced, and an anaphylactic
reaction ensues.
Preliminary tests were made
usin' positively reac -tinr rablItB.P.A. antiserum
injected intravenously, and antigen injectec1jn...
jcc -ted Ifltr?VOflOUSly or intraperitoneally,
Thile
intravenous injection of the antigen invariably
rcrul -ted in a violent anaphylactic shock, the
intraperjloneal Injection Injection never c - used
mw e than some signs of discomfort. In the final
tes- t summarised below in Text fig. 4, only intmVenous injections were used. In this test the sera
from four non-responders anc' one positive responder
were tes-to.

2*c serum injected
intravenously

Thaction after the intrrvenous
injection of l to 2cc. l B.P.A.
48 hours after - -the injecion of
so run

'

non-responder

o sign of discomfort

7-1-o

o. 194
non-ropondcr

No si:m of discomfort

;09 354
non-responder

NO

Io, 341
non-re npnder
1o. 205
ositive roionder

s1rn of discomfort

o sin of discomfort
Violent convulsions within 2
minutes: anir'al died v'ithin 6
minutes.
Taxi;

From this, and the other evidence cited above, it
Was Crncluded that complete inhibition of antibody
production to 7 . A. was a more likely explsmtjon

for the presence of non..-rosponders, than merely
an inhibition of precipitation, and investigtjon
were continued on this basic hypothesis.
(2) The following possibilities were now Considered:..
(a) The bi-modality of the distribution in fig. CD,
even excluding those animals with a response value

Of 2 9 suggested that some animals might require a
greater dose than that used to get them over some

inherent response threshold.

An increased dose of

antigen rniht overcome tho threshold.
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The non-responders might merely have a delayed
response, i.e. their initial response might occur
later then 1 7 dr's -7r-rl their erk rer -nrse

ovr

11

late i- .
If the non-responders had some mochan:i sm for the
rapid disposal of antigen, it might never roach
the antibody forming mechanism and thus no antibodies
would be formed, This is a similar problem to
(a) above, since such a mechanism might create a
threshold and this mi.s'ht be overcome by an
increased dose of antigen.
An experiment was designed to test those
PoCCibili -tics,
it was postulated that, if a
5uficiont1y large dose of antigen were given, It
should be possible to test for its presence in the
serum of the injected animal b7 testing the serum
r otent r..._antjseii,jn.
-

the scrun ron

ry testing

bleedings made at intervals after the

injec -tion of antigen it was hoped to obtain some idea
of the rate of disappearance of the antigen.
The
rate of disappearance was unforeseeable, a' Since It
might be extremely rapid the initial blcoOin7s were
made
short intervals after the Injection. To
obtain information on the possibility of delayed
responses bleedings were continued to 29 days.

The
times selected were 5 hours, 20 hours, 30 hours, 45
hours, 55 hours, 3 days, 5 days, 10 days, 14 days,
22 days and 29 days.

At each of these times the
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serum was tested for tb

ro'ence o ntior. (by

testing against potent T.. . .-ntis - rurn), and for
the presence of antibody by the routine method of
op timal pro nottions.
The rabbits selected for test were:1.

orirl
o.

188
169
196
197
199
192
198
207
244
245

Responses at 10 and 13 days to
the routine courses of injections
10
13
1

1

1
1

3.
1

6
6.5
6

5
5
4.5

)

)

Non-responders

)

)

)

Controls
No previous injection

247
)

I-

T1e psitive responders were included as controls
since there was no previous knowledge of what eff ect
so massive a dose of antigen would have on the
antibody-forming, mechanism. The animals with no
Previous injection may also be considered as controls.
These anj' - r1 rre cU between 7 months and 12
months
in age, and weighed bo-twec 39 DJ and 4.000 grms.

They all appeared to be in good physical ConditicT.
The blood volume of any one of these animals was
estimated to be between 250 and 400 cc., and in no
case in excess of 500 CC.
The figure of 500 cc.
Was used as a guide in selecting the dose of antion
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to be given: it was reasoned that, without any
absorption of antigen, the injection of 250 mr. of
B.P.A. would induce a concentration of 'n./cc. T.' •
in the blood stream of the anirial, i.e. an antigen
dilution of 1/200). If the blood volume was as
low as 250 cc. the antigen concentration would be
lTng./cc., i.e. an antigen dilution of 1/100. The
dilutions of 1/1000 and 1/2000 are the same as the
first two antigen dilutions, 1/10 and 1/20 of a 1% solution,
used in the routine tests for antibody response:
this gave some guide an to the recuired potency
of the B. .:\.-antiserum.

The B..A. -anti serum

war o1briried fron rabbit io. 205, vthich hadgiven
an antibody response of 7 to the routine course
of injection, and which, on re-injection with 20 mg.
. .f., roach& an antibody response of 10, i.e* its
opti:in]. prorortions point was at an antigen dilution
of 1/1000.

The aninal 7a

bled at this poi::t;, and

75 cc, of serum t70?'o obtr-J.-nno fion it.o eruro
sufficient B.P.A.-antiserumfor the whole exporiinent
this was diluted by ; at which dilution it still
gave a strong reaction with the antigen dilutions
of 1/1000.
The antigen cillirtion of 1/1000 was the
highest to be expected. The lowest measurable
dilution of antigen was not known; in routine
tests a dilution of 1/1280 (of 1), 1. . 1/128,000.
gave a clear precipitate with stronp r: 1 180run2 and
it was presumed that dilutions in oxces of this
1-
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would still show a reaction. Theie is no evidence
of a prezone (i.e. inhibition in antibody excess)
in this system. Pubes which failed to show a
reaction within 1 hour at 3800 were placed in the
refrigerator overnight Rndre-'examined after 24
hours; if after this they failed to show a reaction,
they were regarded as indicating an absence of
antigen. No attempt was made to measure the
amount of antigen present In a serum quantitatively,

but the following symbob are used as an iidication
of the amount present:
an hour at 3801,

84tI

"++" a precipitate within

a precipitate after 24 hours in

the refrigerator, and

"."

no visible precipitate

after 24 hours in the refrigerator.
The results are presented iu Table 2 and
graphically in Fig. 10. The first and most striking
A
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1
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I
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+
1
++
++
++
1
+
1
1
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1
1
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1
1
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207
.
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1
1
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1
1
1
+±
+
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++
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1
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++
1
++
1
I
2
++
.~
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I
++
1+4
2nG
1 ++
7i
++
+±
1 ++ 1 +
7
++
++
1
+
1
++
14+_i
1+4
++
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I
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++
1
I
1
1.!99_1++
++
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1
1
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188
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1
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1
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1
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+
1
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++
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5re.
AB

-

,

-

-

+.

-

-_ -

-

1

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

A

14 days
B
A

-

6.5
8
- 1
6

--

22 days 1 29 da jB
B
B
A
A
2
5.5
2

2
6
7
7.5
l_+._2
++
1
-2
1
2
2
+
2

-++I

-

+J

-1
1
+
I
11

-

antibody roapozwc neur3d by rotiiie jrooedure.

B manure of antiget pre sent in the serum.
++
+

reaction within an hour at 3800.
re,ction after 24 hours in the refrigerator.

- no reaction after 24 hours in th refrigerator.
-
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feature of the data is the retention of antigen in
the serum of all animals up to five days after the
injection, This fact eliminates the possibility of
a mechanism for the rapid removal of antigen from
the system. Of the

Controls,No. 192 and No. 207

have reached higher peaks but it is to be wondered
if a smaller dose of antigen viould aot have achieved
an equal rise.

No. 198 a •nrs to hav' developed

a later peak and not have the ability to retain a
high level of response as do No. 192 and No. 207.

Except for No. 247 9 the animals with no previous
injection start moduciag intibodies later than those
which have had a previous stimulus, and in all cases
reach their peaks later, as expected.
Of the previously non-respoiders, No. 196

and No. 199 show a retention of antigen in their sera
up to 10 and 14 days respectively, and an overnight
antibody response at 22 days.

No. 197 retained

antigen for 10 days and gave an overnight antibody
response at 14 days and 22 days. No. 188 showed
no antibody response at all and a retention or antigen
up to 29 days, The behaviour of No. 169, which
showed the presence of antigen up to 22 days and
also gave an overnight antibody response at 114 and 22

days, appears at first anomalous; the coexistence
of an antigen and its homologous antibody in the

blood stream is most inmrobnble. There is evidence
that antibody

production is initiated in the presence

of antigen, (Dixon et al. 1951), after ih1ch the
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antigen in the blood stream is rapidly eliminated.

They do not report finding antigen and antibody
present in the blood stream at the same time.
Haurowitz at al. (1951) and MoMaster and Kuse (1951)
report the intracellular retention of antigen for
considerable periods after antigen injection, in some

cases up to 120 days, but they do not report the
coexistence of antigen and homologous antibody in
the blood stream. The most tenable explanation to

account for the behaviour of No, 169 is that B.P.A.
Is a mixture of more than one antigen, and that while
the one antigen is being retained in the blood stream,
the other has stimulated the production of antibodies,
with which it is reacting.
The possibilities

of the non-reBponders

having a threshold which would be overcome by an
Increased dose of antigen, or having a delayed timeresponse, are largely but not entirely negated.

In

the case of No, 188 there is no evidenoe.r either
possibility.

Nos, 19, 16 9 197 and 169 0 however,

all show an overnight respo.Ase at 22 days and No, 197
and No. 169 also show one at lLi days which might be

interpreted as indicating a delayed time-response,
and also the overcoming of a threshold. The evidence
from No. 169 suggesting that B.P.A.

is a mixture,

precludes any final conclusion, since all these

overnight responses might be due to an impurity in the
B.P.A.

B.P,A, is known to contain a small quantity

( .019) of globulin and it may well have been this
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which caused the overnight reactions.

It was

tentatively concluded that none of the possibilities
discussed above was operating.
The greatly increased dose of antigen used

in this experiment may

have stimulated antibodies to

the impurity which would not have been apparent to
the routine course of injicins.

the sera of 4 animals

v'

Ic

To teat for this

flr:Iie to civ' a

response to the routine course of injections at 10 clays,

but had given at

least an overnight response at 13

days, were tested against potent B.P.A. antiserum.
The sera of two non-responding animals were included
in this test, the results of which are given in
Text fig. 5.
Serial

Reaction to potent
No. Antibody response B.P.A. antiserum
10 days 13 days 10 dayB
13 days

249

1

4

++

-

252

1

2

-

-

255

1

2

260

1

2

+

+

1

1

++

++

1

1

++

+

250

++

Text Fig. 5
The non-responders (250, 263) show the presence of

antien on both days. Two of the weak

responding

animals (255, 260) show the presence of antigen as
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as well as antibody at 13 days. This evidence was

taken to indicate that even at the dosage given in
the routine

COUrSe

of injections the impurity may

stimulate the formation of antibodies.

The remaining

animals (249 and 252) show no antigen In the presence
of antibody, which shows that the response value 2
Is not necessarily Indicative only of a response to
the impurity (of. No. 252) and not to the albumen.
The Important question arising from this
Is whether or not the impurity atirnulates antibodies
of sufficient response to be measured in the Lluantitative
scale,

The sera from positive responding aniials

were tested against B.P,A. antiserum and in no case
gave a reaction,

Even if ther

hi3,

it would have

been questionable as to which of the albumen, or the
impurity, was responsible for the reaction, and
which for the quantitative response.

Prior to this

discovery of responses to an impurity it had been
recorded that some 1% of animals gave two optimal
proportions points; two examples are given below
In Text fig. 6, together with the response values given
them.

In both cases the 10 and 13 day responess

were considered together before assigning the final
response value,
With the knowledge that the impurity
was causing antibodies to be formed, these double

optima become more explicable. The difficulty is
In knowing which optima], point is attributable to
the impurity,

It seemed likely that lower 2sponsea

were due to the impurity, since up to this point they
had only been demonstrated

Fs

overnight reactions; it

I-'
0

'a.
0

0
0

'.3

C)

Serial
No *

Days after
last injection

1/10 1/20 1/140 1/80 1/160 1/320 1/6140 1/1280

8

CD

I

I-a
CD

138

I-a

10

-

-145

214

-60

148

28

50147

L.5

30

145

50

50-

5

0

13~

1

'.3

160
CD

-

va lue
assigned

10

20

112

25

30

13

25

20

10

F8

:1
CD

CD
CD

CD
I-'

l.a.

0
CD

a

CD

a

=

8 1

9

12

60

1525

-

-

7

6.5

saline 0.9
Text Fig, 6

0
0*
0
Pb

'a.
0
0
CD
CD
CD
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at the more oonoentrted end of the antigen dilution
scale than the albumen, and is therefore just as

likely as the albumen to give responses t that and
of the scale.
These findings cast dobt oa the v1ue of

the accumulated data on B.?.AI, since reaction to nn
impurity might confound the system of classification.

It is again stressed that B.P.A. could not be
abandoned as an antigen for the reasons gi*en on
p. 64 •

The final results, which are given later,

are Interpreted in the light of these fIndIns
At this point it was decided to make some
attempt to confirm the presence of, and Identifying,
the impurity in the B.P.A. by other means. Wallace

et al. (1950), using B.k.i, suplied by irmour,
found reason to suspect its homogeneity. They
failed to demonstrate the impurity by electrophonetical

techniques. An ultr cent rifugal analysis of 1t
solution in 0.2M NaCl showed a main component,
S a

11.16, and a trace, estimated at less than

of i component with a sedImentatIofl component of
about 7 which they Identified as a gbbulin. B.P.A.
antiserum tested against bovine globu lin t obtained by

45% Ammonium sulphate saturation, failed to demonstrate
the presence of a globulin. B.P.A. antisera were
set up with varying amounts of bovine serum and the
supernates from the resulting reactions were tested
against B.P.A,-antiserum and bovine serum. An
overlapping of the eupernate reactions confirmed the
presence of a second antigen-antibody complex.

They
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concluded that the impurity, which they could

Llot

identity, was only present in traces in the
crystallised B,?,A, since precipitin tests with

B.P.A. did not yield overlappinL sup--mate reactions
through the zone of moderate antigen excee.

Tbig

conclusion is not entirely consistent with some of

the evidence from the present invest iat1oL1, where
rabbits from different groups, frijected and tested
with different samples of different batoheof
B.P.A., exhibited the presence of two antigen-

antibody systems. There is general agreement,
however, of the existence of an impurity and it was

decided to attempt its identifiot1on,
Since B.P.A. is known to contain a small
globulinfraction, the first test was based on the

assumption that this was the impurity and an attempt
was made to identify it by means of electrophoresis.
The technique used is the one described by Flynn and
de Mayo (1951);

the Tiselius method of staining

was used. The results are shown in fig. 11.
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V.

A
a

b

c

d

B\

C

j!g. 11
A - a rabbit serum control showing the separation

of the albumen a, and the globulins b, c and d,
d is identified as the k -globulin fraction, 0
as K -globulin.

The identification of b is

uncertain but is probably a /' -globulin. The
-globulin separates at a similar speed to the

albumen and may be obscured by it.
B - a 20 solution of .P.A.
C

a

lor

solution of B.P.A.

Neither B nor C shows any identifiable globulin.

No

specific oonclusio,g cnn be drawn frorn this result;
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the impurity might be ancC -globulin masked by the
albumen, or one of the other globulins but in insufficient quantity to be distinguished by this

particular method.
In spite of the above result, and the

failure of Wallace et al, (1950) to demonstrate
consistent cross-reaction between B,.A,-antisorum,
and globulin precipitated from bovine

serum by 45'

Ammonium sulphate saturation, it was still felt that
the most likely source of impurity would be the small
percentage of globulins known to be present in B.k.A.
It was decided, the±efore, to investigate the
possibility of a cross-reaction between B.P,A,antiserum and bovine globulins, For this purpose a

sample of "Bovine Gamma Globulins Fraction II" Was
obtained from Armour; this is described as having

97% gamma globulins by electrophoresis, 3 ash and
5% moisture,
A 1% solution of this antigen, when
tested against a strong B.P.A.-antiserutn, gave a
strong precipitin reaction, To ensure that this

was not an isolated case, the sera from twelve rabbits
which had given a positive reaction to B.P.A, and three which
had given no measurable reaction to the routine
course of injeotions, were tested against the globulin
antigen (B,G,): the teats were made by the interfacial ring technique. Ten of the positive sera
showed a positive reaction within thirty minutes at
room temperature; the remaininL two positive sera
were placed in the refrigerator and when examined
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after 24 hours showed a driite precipitate at the
bottom of the tubes,

rho three non-responding

sera showed no response even after 214 hours
refrigeration.

It was concluded from this evi-

dence that the impurity in B.P.A. is globulin, or
gibbulina, of the gm'a globulin fraction,

The recent development of diffusic . techniques suggested a possible means of investigating
the number of antigen-rintibody complexes in the
system.

Oudin (19148) describes an agar diffusion

technique for determining the minimum number of
antigens present in an antigenic mixture, The

antigenic mixture in solution is placed in a test
tube above and in contact with a column of homologous antiserum incorporated in agar. The antigens
diffuse through the column at different rates, and
where they individually reach their optimal proportions points with homologous antibody a precipitate
is formed, which is then visible as a ring in the
column,

He maintains that, provided such rings

move, they are due to a specific antigen-antibody
reaction and not to purely physical factors (Leisegang

phenomena), The number of rings are interpreted
as being the minimum number of antigens present,
since the animal producing the antiserum may not

have produced antibodi

to !, ll the 'ntigens of the

mixture.
An expdriment using this technique was
Undertaken.

Three test tubes 5" x 3/8", were
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three-quarters filled with agar in which B.P.A.-

antiserum had been incorporated in the proportions
1 cc. antiserum to 6 cc. 2% agar. This was overlain

by f cc. of 1% B.P,A., wiioh ui turn was overlain by
sterile paraffin to prevent lafection, The tubes
were left at room temperature and observed at

Intervals over a period of 14 days. Thrc tubes
gave comparable res'ilte, hich iie dingrf1mtioafly

recorded in Fig. 12,

No. OF DAYS AFTER COMMENCEMENT OF EXPERIMENT
0

I

6

7

8

14

Paroflln
Antiqon B.P.A. i/ 2 rings
BP.A.
No 92 inc .

3 rinqn

4 rings

s

rings

rings
9 rings

{

Fig. 12
In relation to time the rings are observed to h've
1) moved down the tube,

2) increased In number.

It

was felt that the simple conclusion that a minimum
of 9 antigens were present, should be viewed with
considerable caution.

This appeared to be an

excessively high prediction and in

Spite

of the fact

that the rings were observed to move down the column,

some misgivings were felt as to the complete exolusio
of Leisegang phenomena. Three possible explanations

IM
of the observations were put forward:

Each ring is indicative of a separate antigen,
and B.P.A. is thus made out of nine different

antigens.
The large number of rings could be accounted for
by assuming the presence of two, or possibly three,
antigens acting together with interference by
Le I se gang phenomena.

This explanation assumes Leisegang phenomena to
be absent, on the grounds thrt the rings move.

The hypothesis that a single natural protein molecule may have a number of antigenic "determinants"
is now generally accepted (Marrack 1938, Boyd 19L.3,
Topley and Wilson 1948). The exact number of
determinants for any one antigen has not been
demonstrated, but estimates are obtained by determining the "valence" of the antigen, i.e, the

maximum number of antibody molecules which can
combine with one molecule of antigen, and this is
interpreted as being the minimal number of determinant groupings. Boyd (1948) gives a minimal

valence of six for serum albumen, If it is assumed

that each antigenic determinant stimulates a
specific antibody, then the number of different

antibodies that will be produced to the antigen as
a whole will depend upon the number of antigenic
determinants present.
On the above assumption the observed

results may be interpreted in the following way.
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The optimal proportions poit of eny antigenic
determinant and its homologous antibody need not

coincide with that of any antigenic determinant,
and a separate ring would show for each.

Some

determinants may reach their optimal proportions
points later than others, depending upon the conoentration of their homologous rntibodie, thus
accounting for the increased number of rings in
time, The molecules of an antigen are assumed to
diffuse at a constant rate irrespective of their
complement of determinant groupings, but different
antigens are assumed to have different diffusion
rates. The impurity in B.P.A. presumably has
different determinants which would also produce
some rings; it would also diffuse at a different
rate from the albumen. Considered in relation to
time, the distances between the rings due to
albumen and those due to the impurity would become
exaggerated due to their different diffusion rates,

thus separating any initially overlapping of their
rings and showing an increase in the number of rings.
This latter explanation is considered to
be the most probable interpretation of the observations:
it dotnot, however, render any information regarding
the number of antigens making up the impurity in

B.P.A., or the number of antigen-antibody complexes
which may be attributed to It,
Taking the above explanation as a working

hypothesis, it was decided to examine the diffusion
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of Bovine Gamma globulin (B.C.) t,hrouh B.P.1.antiseruin-agar, in an attempt to discover how max

of the rings, previously observed, could be attributed to this antigen. During the experiments
involved in testing for cross-reactions it had

been found that Egg Albumen (E.A.) (crystallised
egg albumen, Armour), reacted strongly with BP.A.antiserum, and this antigen was Included, in the

series of experiments dtscribed below.
Experiment 1.
Three test tubes were thrce-quarters
filled with a B.P.A.-antiserum-a,r mixture, in the
proportions 1 cc, antiserum to 6 cc. 2 agar. The

tubes were layered with 1 cc. l B.P.A., 1 cc. 2
LA., and 1. cc. 2% B.C. respectively, and allowed

to stand at room temperature.

The number of rings

IV
S

rYTOW
MWAr

After fourteen days the number of r ings in each of
the two tubes layered with B.P.A. and E.A, respectively
had increased to seven, but the tube layered with
B,G, still showed only two rings.

In all cases

the rings had moved down the agar column. The
B.P,A..antiaerum in this experiment was produced

by a different rabbit from that used in the initial
diffusion experiment. This fact probably accounts
for the presence of seven and not nine rings at the

and of fourteen days, on the assumption that this
antiserum contained antibodies to fewer of the
antigenic determinants, By the same argument the
two rings produced to B.G. can only be considered
as applicable to the present system, since more may

have been produced in the previous experiment.
It may be concluded from this experiment

that at least two of the ririp.s present In the

antibody system
system can be attributed to globulins, The
E,A, appears to have similar antigenic determinants to
B.P.A,; it may of course have more,but these, if
present, woVld not be apparent since the antiserum
is to B.P.A.

Experiment 2,
The injection of a large dose of antigen

into an animal in whose blood'

stream homologous

antibodies are in circulation usually results in the

rapid disappearance of the antibodies for a short
period prior to the anaestic response.

It was

felt that this principle might be used to remove from
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the serum of a high B.P.A. - antiserum responder the
antibodies to the antigenic fractions co:!mori to
B.P.A. and B.G., and B.P.A. and LA, respectively;
and on subsequent diffusion through serum taken
before and after the injection the difference In the
number of rings would indicate the number of antigenic
determinants attributable to each antigen.
For this purpose, three high B.P.I,antiserum producing rabbits, Nos. 198, 272 and 189,
were injected with 20 mg. B.P.A. and hle on the
10th and 13th days after the injection.

Oi the

13th day immediately after beiri bled No. 272 was
injected with 5 cc. 2 B.G., and No. 189 with 5 cc.
2% LA,, and all three rabbits were bled 12 hours
later.

To test whether or not the antibodies to

these antigens had been re'oved by the injections
all the sera were tested by Interfacial ring method
against each of the three antigens.

The results of

these tests are given in Text Fig. 7.
These data were interpreted as showing a
depression of the antibodies common to B.G. and
B.P.A. in No. 272 and i.A, and B.?.A, in No. 189
respectively, but not their complete fe!oval;
I

diffusion tests, were not carried out and the
experiment was not repeated. It was concluded that
either 1) insUfficient ot tho L1AtIgene 'ere inject
to depress completely the circulatin,c, antibodies, or
2) that a very rapid anamnestic reaonse bad followed
the injection of the antigens.

Serial No.

192
72

10 days
B.P.A.
B, G.

++
(5)
++
- (5)

E. A.

13 days
B I G.
B.i.A.
++

E. A,

14 days
B.P.A.
B, 0,

J.A.

++

++

(io)

(20)

++
(5)

(5-10)

++
(20)

++
(5)

++
(5-10)

++
(30)

++
(5-10)

++
(20)

++
(5)

++
(5-10)

++
(30)

++
(5)

+

(30)

++
(45)

_(5)_

(50)

H)

139
++
clear heoy ring
+
clear light ring
( ) time in minutes
Text Fig, 7

H
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A double diffusion technique less open to
the criticism of Leteegang phenomena, and in which the
lines produced by precipitation at optimal proportions

re -main stationery, was devised by 1ek (1949) for use
in petri-dishes. This technique has been extended by
Oakley (personal corninuniation) for use in test-tubes
and perupex boxes. Both of Cakley's et ods were Ased
In this series of exprirnts ai1 they are deacribe.i
briefly below.
1) Tube 'ethod.
The
.&.ue Luue.
4. •i

-

.•,

,-

--

-

FiE.

4

I-,.

I

Paraffin

Antigen in solution

Clear agar

Antiserum + agar

I.
•
,4rsrriit
-i

!4.a. 1 4

I

.-

LLJ

*-
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Oakley recommended the use of agar concentrations of
V. or less, since ti-its allows diffusion to proceed

more rapidly. In the present experiments antiserum
was mixed in equal proportions with 2 agar to give
a final agar concentation of l; the clear agar in
all oases was of l concentration.

In Fig, lLi the

arrows in the tube indicate the direction of diffusion

of the antigen and antibody.

'-'Ihere these meet in

optimal pro ortions a "ring" of precipitate becomes
visible.

The ring dos not move unless either the

antigen or antibody becomes exhausted, thereby altering

the diffusion gradients. The position of a ring in
the tube is dependent upon the relative concentrations
of antigen and antibody.

The higher the concentration

of the one the nearer the ring will appear to the other,
and may even be forced outside the region of clear agar
and not appear at all.
2) Box method.
An illuSt:-CtioL of a t;pe of box used is

given in Fig. 15.
Perspex *

This box in made entirely of

The box is prer.;ired for use as follows:-

Antiserum + agar is pipetted into chamber 2 until
the chamber is half filled, i.e. the level of the
antigen + agar is parallel with the bottom of

chambers 1 and 3, and allowed to solidify:

with

the windows in position, clear agar is then run in to
completely fill chamber 2.

When the agar has

solidified the windows are removed and chambers 1
and 3 are now separated b a column of clear agar.

dowi

Solid Perspex

Fig, 15
Different dilutions of one antigen, or two different

antigens suspected of having common antigenic fractions may now be placed in chambers 1 and 3. The
antibodies diffuse up through the column of clear
agar and the antigens diffuse into it from the sides.

A reaction between an antigen and its homologous antibody at optimal pro.ortjis becoi&a visible as a
line (or ribbon)

PU.flflhir

-

Vorp

the edge of the clear

agar nearest the antigen concerned, and diagonally
up the column of clear agar, When chambers 1 and 3
contain an identical antigenic fraction the lines met

and form an arc; they do not continue as straight
lines, since the cornbthed antigen gradient from both
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chambers crdates an antigen excess

above the arc,

As with the tube method, the presence of the optimal
proportions points within the clear acar column is

dependent upon the relative concentrations of the
antiserum and the antigens involved. Th syr try
of an are may indicate the relative coacont'ations
of a common antigenic fraction in two antigens;

the

peak of the are will be nearest the antigen containing
the lower conoentx'ation. The lines of preipitation
formed do not move.
Xx-D-:riM2,nt 3 1

,

Iiis exp.. inient

us of Cakley's td

method: the object was to compare two antisera with
respect to the number of riuge each would produce
to a series of dilutions of the three antigens B,P...
E.A. and BG,; by using a series of dilutions it
was hoped to ensure sufficient variation in the
relative ooncentrot1os of antigen nn. antiserum
to include all the antigen/antibody complexes within
the clear agar,

over the series as a whole.

For this purpose three lots of seven tubes
were set up for each B.F.A,-antieerum. One lot of

tubes from each antiserum was layered with a series of
dilutions of one of the antigens: the dilutions
used are given below:

WW

Antigen

2

1

B.P.A.

Tu be Io.
14
3

1/10
(i.e. o.].)

E,A.

5%

B, G.

2%

6

5

7

1/1e0 1/200 1/1400 1/800 1/1600 1/3200
1.25 1 • 61251 .3" 1.5
.075%
• 51 .25%
.l25.0625.

2.5%

.03%

The tubes were allowed to stnrid at room temperature
for 114 days.

The nutxiber of rings formed after this

time, however, was the same as were formed by 7 days,
The observations were recorded as follows:B,P,A,-antia "urn No. 213

Tube
Nos.

B,?.A.

B, G,

I one troad solid I
ring
2 one narrow ring 21

broad ring

two rings, one
narrow and one
Li. two F.B. rings 14lbroad
separating
further apart

5
6

}

7)

5 two fairly broad
rings

becoming fainter6 one narrowing

7 clear

t A
kt

1 two

rings, one broad

2 and one narrow

3

~ two

ntrro* rings

IM

5 one narrow ring
6)
tolear
7'
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B.P.A.-antiserum No, 192
Tube
Nos.

3.0.

B.P,A.

I two broad rings I

one broad ring

2 one broad ring 2

2 one fairly broad ring
q

3 two narrow rino3 3
Li. one broad ring

3

L.

51 one narrow ring 5

6

I one b road ring

one narrow, ring becoming progresively
fainter

46

6

I

7 two faint narrow 7
rings

U

6
7 clear

broad ring - about 2 mm. in thickness B
it
fairly broad 1 min.
FfN B
it
narrow
-mm or less in "

Tube No. 5 from B.G. against B,P.A,antisex'uni No. 218 is shown in Fig. 16.

*1'

I,IA , 16

In each series there was a fairly regular upward
movement of the rings with increasing antigen
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dilution.
It was decided that, without a detailed
knowledge of the antigen-antibody systems involved,

no simple interpretation could be put on these
observations, for the following reasons: the ring

formed by one antigen-antibody complex cannot be
distinguished from that formed by another, and thus
the rings seen in different tubes in any sries may
belong to different antigen-antibody complexes.
This may be true in spite of the fairly

reg41Dr

upward trend of the rings with increasing antigen
dilution, since the rings vary in thickness and ii.

distance apart from tube to tube in any one sziries.,
The changing differences in distance between the

rings could be attributed to relative changes in
diffusion rate with increased dilution.

The dif-

ferences in thickness of the rings could be due to
a greater precipitation by certain complexes, or

to the overlapping of rings due to different
complexes,
In view of these c1iiiicu1tie of interpretation it was decided to discontinue this method
until more information, was available re{ading the
systems Involved.

The observations do,

ovrvr,

confirm pevioua evidence that at least two ntigenantibody complexes

involved between B,G. and

B. P. ,-ant iserum,
Ezperjment LI.
This experiment eTh10

urk1; 'a box met.. oci, which

Is particularly well suited for investigations

involving multiple antigen/antibody complexes, since
thOse due to common antigens, or

antigenic deter-

minants, can be clearly distinguished.
The first point to establish wa: the
number of antigen-.antibody complexes produced to
B,P.A. which could be distinguished by this method.
For this purpose a series of modified boxes were
set up with different B.2.A. antisera and different
dilutions of B,P,A, in chambers 1 and 3.
bo is qlorn

i T

One such

•

-'4

I:

--

This box was made from two g1as slides joined to a
solid perspex centre section 1/16" in thickness.
Solid perspex windows were used when pouring the
clear agar, Greet diffici1ty was experienced in
getting the glass to adhere to the PersPez without
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allowing any leakage of the antigen;

this dif-

ficulty was not fully overcome in spite of the use
of a wide range of adhesives.
In the box shown in Fig. 17 it was
possible to distinguish seven distinct arcs:

not obvious in the photograph.

those are

Seven wca the

maximum number of arcs, and thus the nxirnum number
of antigen-antibody coi:1exea recorded in this
series. The comparisons made between B.G. and B.P,A.,
and LA. and B,P.A., shown in Fig. 13 were made in

the all-perspex box described in Fig. 15.

-

Agar

i

antiscrum

a

b
Fi at

1) The comparison of TI.G. and B.P.A. (Fig. 18a),
The two arcs de-i-tB.G. have two antigenic f

ti

Y

I

I

t :...... and

s i_, I common.

The

lines radiating from the B.P.A. with no cor.'espondirig
lines from the B.P.A. indicate the minimum number
Of antigenic fractions possessed by B.P.A. but not
byB.O.

-

-
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2) The comparison of E.A. and B.P.A. (Fig. 18b).
This indicates that E.A, and B.P,A, have
at least four common antigenic fractions. The
two lines radiating from B.P,A. with no corresponding

lines from the E.A. may be interpreted as belonging
to the impurity in the B.P.A.
8umrnay of diffusion expriments.
The above experiments can only be

considered as exploratory, and it is considered
that further invest! r7n.tion of the phenomena disclosed
13 merited, However, for the purposes of the
present investigation the diffusion experiments
be terminated at this potht.

had to

They had shown that:-

B.P,A, appears to be cnble of stimulating the
production of at least seven different antibodies;
Two of these antibodies are attributable to

an impurity of which part at least is Identified
with the gamma globulin,
The main question arising from these
observations is whether each antigen-antibody
complex formed is caused by a separate antigen, or
whether groups of complexes can be attributed to

single antigens each with an array of different antigenic
determinants, each ntlEenic determinant producing
a specific antibody.
insufficient.

on this the evidence is
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The tthritnce o1' resp o nse to B.P.A.
The discovery that B.P.A, is a mixture made
the validity of any analysis of the data open to
doubt.

Since the use of 13.P.A. as an antigen in the

present investigation had to be continued (for

reasons already given), the routine measurements of
response were continue1.

The legree of corre1ation

between the responses to the albumen and the impurity
in B.P.A. was unknown; furthr, the degree to which

responses to the impurity overlaped the responses
to the albumen in the quantitative scale of measure-

ment was unknown. If the former was low, and the
latter high, little useful information could be
expected from an analysis of the data, but if the
reverse were true the information would be of some
value in indicating the degree of heritability of

response to the albumen.

In view of the latter

possibility the following analysis was made.

The measurements made on the selected
parents from the parent ger1eratioL, and their offspring

from the selection gen - ration, are presented in
pedigree form in Fig. 19.
are 10 day responae;

All the responses shown

13 lay responses were not

measured for all the offsr1ng,
A visual survey of the 'Tht

shows no obvious

parent-offspring eim1laritis, except in the case
Of non-responders

(response value one).

The offspring

of non-responders include more non-responders than

do the offspring of responders; where one or both
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\
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.44
194, 1

j1jg• 19
of the parents are non-rsionirs, 56,1

(23/4) of

the offspring are non-responders as copired with 19.5''
(19/97) non-responders, rion
positively responding parents.

the offspring of
Of the fo:tr litters,

does 196 0 197, 199, 249 mated to buck 2 I5, where both
parents are in each case non-responders, one Is made
up entirely of non-responders, one entirely of
responders, and two largely of non-responders.

It
will be remembered that the response V'1ue two is in
some doubt, being either a response to the Impurity

or a very low response to the albumen. In the former
case three litters could be classified as entirely
made up of non-responders. The litter from doe 2149

by buck 255 is, howevei', made up entirely of positive
responders. An examj.jiatjon of the 13 day responses
of the parent animals, Text Fig. 8

,

I

365
293
3052 235: 31.25

2*04

a

I

2 1 01$

314 2 404 4

35066 139 3
16364

2_Il

I
I
35
99$ III? 117g

11$

offers a possible
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explanation for the presence of positive responders
in this litter,

e8ponse value at
10 days 13 days

R&rial No.
196

1

1

197

1

1

199

1

1

255

1

2

2)49

l
Text Fig, 8.

The 13 day serum from 255, when tested akainst

potent B.P.A,-antiserum, had shown the presence of

some antigen; whether the response value two in
this case was due to the impurity or the albumen is

ul'Gertain.

The 13 day serum from 249 had been die

-

carded prior to the discovery of the B.P.A. impurity,

and no information is available as to its antigen
content. No other animal failing to give a response
at 10 days had a quantitative response by 13 days, and
the classification of 249 as a non-responder is
therefore doubtful.

The lack of response at 10 days

could be attributed to experimental error, maybe
because the animal had a delayed time response;

in

neither case is it oopble with the other three
does as a non-responder.

.':ile th

Srt

argument

may be applied to 255, It h been lemonstrated that
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this animal is a non-responder to at least one of

the antigens in B.P S A,
If the lack of response is attributable to a
single recessive factor, independent of factors controlling the time of response, then it is conceivable
that the offspring from 249 by 255 received the
dominant factor for response from 249 and factors

producing an earlier response fro''i 255.

The data

from the other three matings fit in with the hypothesis
of a single recessive factor controlling lack of
response, provided the "twos" among the offspring

are attributed to the impurity; an assumption which
does not seem entirely unjustified.

These suggestions

are supported by the findings of Kleczkowski (1939),
but it is not possible in the present data to
differentiate between the positively responding
homozygote and the heterozygote,

The choice of 255 as a sire in these matinee
was unavoidable, as no other non-responding buck was
available at the time. The offspring from matings

of these and other does to a completely non-respondin
buck (275) did not become available for testing prior
to the termination of the investigations.

No other obvious parent-offspring similarities
are apparent in FIE. 19, but as visual surveys are
sometimes misleading, a statistical analysis was
made.

In the first instnco the sc"le was accepted

as adequate, and a mid-parent/oft spring regression
was made using all the data presented in Fi,. 20:
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This resulted in a regression, or h 2 , value of
0.09 9 which is not significantly different from zero.
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PARENT MEAN
b

y on x

0-09

Fig. 20
This apparent absence of heritail1ty could be due
to an incorrect interpretatiozi of the sale.

The

response values 'one', ri 'two', are not juntitative,
and the distribution of response is bi-modal,The
bi-modality, as tar as non-responders (ones) are
cox.cened, may possibly be duo to the segregation of
a single recessive gene which, when homozygous, causes
an absence of response. The response value two is
open to doubt, since it may be due to (1) a response
to the impurity in an otherwise non-responding

animal, (2) a genuine low responder, (3) a slow
responder, or (4) an animal with a retarded tiie
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respoflBe, i.e, a peak at 16 days or later.
In an attempt to obviate these difficulties
a mid-parent/ofrsping regression was made Using

only matings where both parents had a quantitative
response and ignoring the offspring from those which
had response values of one or two. This necessitates
the assumption that the bimodality, of genetically

controlled, is due to a gene, or genes, with no effect
on response when hetrozygous, This regression, shown

in Fig. 21, gave h2 = 0.07, which again is iot significantly different from zero.
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by •, 0.07.

Fiii. 21
The number of mid-parent/of -,'spring points in this
regression is very low, sad therefore subject to a
higher error. To include parents with a wider
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variation of response a parent/offspring regression
using all parents and their offspring with quantitative
In such a regression each

response values was made.

parent is paired with each of its offspring; if the
character in question is completely genEticRily
controlled, a regression value of 0.5 is ex2eoted,
i.e. jh2 .it is necery to make the same
assumptions in regard to imodality as were made for
the previous regression.

The present regression,
h2 - 0.0009, b 2 = 0 1 0018 0

shown in Fig, 22, gives
which is not significantly different from zero.
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From the above data it is concluded that
the quantitative antibody response to B.P.A. does not
appear to be heritable, but that as B.P,A,, has been
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demonstrated to contain at leas' one antigen other
other than albumen, it is impossible to say to what
extent the quantitative antibody response to the
Individual antigens is genetically controlled: the
responses to the different antigens ned not be
correlated, and their tirue response curves mibt be

different but with sufficient ovelap to cause
confusion even if the response to each were fully

genetically controlled.
Summary,
The B.P.A. used in th' prt ivstitt - rx his
been demonstrated to contain an irn?urity capable of
antibody production; the impurity has been identified
as belonging, in part at least, to the gamma globulin
fraction,
It is suggested that absence of response to the
albumen fraction of e.P.A, may be due to a single
recessive gene in homozygous condition:

the dominant

hetcrozygote and homozygote are indistinguishable
in the present data
A statistical analysis of the data failed to demonstrate any heritability of response to B.P.J.. This,
however, doer not justify the conclusion that the
responses to the separate antigens comprising B.P.A.
are not heritable, particularly ns the

!° original

populations (Ermine Rex and Srmine Rex - Flemish-

Giant cross) of rabbits &- owed significant respo.ae
differences between them.
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III
C.

C.

Correlti', n of responne to different ait1'or.
It in of interest to krow v:icher to

antibody responses to different antigens are many'
war correlated, i.e. if an

animal is a high respotidor

to one antigen, is it usually a high responder to
other antigens? Carlinfanti (1947) claims that
there is a "predisposition" to producea ntibodies.'
and that on the average indivi'unlc will r'eS

groups of antigens

are correlate, and suggests

that this may be due to different structures of the
globulin fractions containing each "Group" of anti
bodies of, alternatively, to the similarity of the

chn1-c1 composition of the different groups of an ~ iCIO "I
zit he does not present adequcte evidence
for others to formulate an independent opinion
concerning his conclusions, and further inves - irl:o
is required before they can be generally accept ,

.

The data already accumulated on the rospoises
to T..I.V. and B.P.A, were first considered.

A co

relation made between the responses to these antigejs
from 125 of the offspring of the selection eneratin
gave r = -0.09 (
(ITh

fD

n - r

itri

0.08 0 which is not significant
•

In view of the bimodality of
ion, the correlation was reca1clted,

using only those anirls

ich had given a measurable

response to B..A., i.e. Thiose with a response valu e
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of 3 rind above.

In this c,-so r -J. 004 (= •l23,

wch is a'ain not- significantly different fror zero.
Thus no correlation of response could be demonstreec3,
but in view of the corplexitios of B..A. as an antiCen, both in its purity and in the variability of
its time response curves, no genera], conclusions
could be.drawn from these results.
To obtain further evidence the following
exp - rimenta were undertaken:
'iment 1.

The correlation of the responses to

six s.rrLigens.
Twenty rabHts,previously tested for their
responses to B. -, .A. and TJ.V. br the routine methds,
were given two "doses" of four ant.igens, spaced by
interval of a week; the antir'ens were injected
separately and in rrpid. succession, the sane order
of injection beint' observed for each animal.
injections were intr.vonous.

Al].

Animals were bled 101

days after the last injection and about 30 cc. of
se -rum obtained from each.

The antigens injected are

given below with a brief description of the mothods
used to estimate their antibodr response.
(a) Pushy Stunt virus

r. A. Kleczkoviskj,

kindly supnlied 20 mr. of P .:.v. for this experiment.
This quantity did not permit ny preliminary experjen'ts
to determine the ranke of response, and the selectjdn
of dose and range of antlr'en dilution for measurinp'
response was calculated on the basis Of experience
with T..V., in an attempt to achieve
a measurable !esponso
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and allow sufficient antigen for the testing of
recpnse.

The dose selected was two injections of

1 cc. 0.3125% B.S.V. (total 0.25 mg, for eachanimal).
i The eciuivelence zone method was used to estimate response and doubling-dilutions of antigen were made
fron

).:fl425'

B.S.V.

The met}od is similar to

that described for T.F..V.;
were made,

in this case ten dilutjone

cc. of antisemi diluted by was

adde( to 2? cc. of each antigen dilution;

after

half an hour in ihe aterhath at 38 ° C. the tubes
wore placoC in Vie refrierrtor (0 to 40 C.), where
they remained for 16 hours; they were then oentri
fup.ed at 3,000 r..rn. for 10 minutes, the supernatonts removed, diviOcO into two and tested airt
anti'cn and antitody respectively.
The responses of all the animals tested Were
found to foil within the range of the first five
anticn dilutions and an arbitrary scole of responsID
was selected, storting from the fifth anti'en dilution;
this is given below.
I

esponso
value
425

'212

. _) )i)625

(b) Shipelic ;;ia inti - n (.. . •

• i )053 . )3O27:
r. . . J. orran

(The Lis-ter Inrtittv;c o:; reventa - . - c edicine) kindly
suppliei 0.03 gms. of Shiga antien (4.2

F.

p.).

This antir'en was known to give a measurable ':Llutizating
response with three injections of 0.005 mr. (orron

personal comnunication), but the best dose for
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elicitinp a precinitin r(mction was not known,
quantity of antigen avi1.h1e d1? not allow an
extensive investipation of this, but a test was ma1e
on six rabbits piven two injections of .1 n., wit
a week's interval botwon injections, m'or'uced etrng1y
precipitating antiserum in all rabbit.

'is test

also indicated that to cover the range of reoponse,
measured by the optimal pro ortions method, it was
necessary to strrt with an ani
lo

di1uti.'- n of not

than 1'.
For the present eriment it was decide

to give two injections of .1 mg.
per animal).

(total of )."

;ufficient antigen remained to n

-e

an initial antigen dilution O'
i.e. 1/13 of
.
I"' , and to ensure that the anli'- rn dilutions covcrd
the range of response antisera were diluted to 1/1
ra1ine before tcstin.
is

i';

The scale used

Te1ov7.

Response 9

value

8

6

7

5

4

71

Antigen
dilutions 1/1) 1/23 1/40 1/P') 1/lfl 1/320 1/640 1/128) 1/2560
of
The highest response recorded was 5 and the lowest
1,5 with fleer'
(c) Povine 'cd (e11e

.2.

..

.

).

of Arli::!a1 Patholo --:r, CaIbri,To

r.

•

'.

alJ.

(

artnent

ki'1:

utjnah1e t bovine re cells for
ee aner9i, B

J

t113

expenimnot,
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Two injections of 1 cc. of a t 5r solution of wasied
cells suspended in 0.9 saline were given, and antibody
response was measured by end—point serum dilution,

trking the encroint as the last serum dilution toshow
macroscopic agglutination.

Poublingdilutins wee

made so that the tube number corresponds to the 1o..
of response (and not, as with the optimal Prorortiqn8
and equivalence zone methods, the inverse icr'.), arid

therefore no conversion sc.-le is necessar •
for this is that antiserum dilutions are

mc *esson
t}e

one case and antigen dilutions in theothr.
range of response' vn' - led between serum dilutions of
1/10 to 1/640 9 i.e. hotween response values 2 and
with a menn
(ci) iiman

Cells

)

Thrnci rn c1l -

single group "0" donor were uo7 throhout,
injoctions of 1 cc. of a
39r1

5

'or c
rO

solution, suspended i

a1inc, were given and the antibody response

measured in the sarnercy as . ..

There was less

variation of response than wr observed to B..C., the
range of response v'rying between serum dilutions of
1/CO rn -' 1/640 2 i.e* between response vrlues 5 and
with a ncn j
600

:'ne o

hocc cr i'cn chi ocT

ony rooti9

Wit','

pe—injection serr' when tested by the ring test
for B.S.V. and 5.3. and agglutination for
anc
H.'.C.

The possibility of cross—reaction hetr'rr - n
B.R.C. and H.R.C. was tested for by injcctjn.r three

rabbits with only B.P.C. and three with
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(these rabbits being independent of the present
experiment), and testing erch serum with 1 ..C. and
H.'.C. respectively:

no 0r085...rePctions were observe,.

The estimates of response to erch antig
are rriven in Table and the correlations hetwon
the responses arc iven in Text fig, 9
1) rab

rbf

2) r 0 =

0.41

19

10) rod = -J.072

-3.18
3) r a d
4) r 0 = 3.24

11) r oe =

0.24

12) r0f =

0119

5) r5

=

0.13

13) rde =

u.104

6) r

=

0 • 23

14) rdf =

0.13

15) ref

).27

7) rbd = -).25
8) rbo = 0.54

The a-tnnclart9 error for all these correlations
1k-en af
(= 0.24
'ichrr (1932
r.Text Fir,

9.

It can be seen from Text Fir?. 9 !iat only
one of the correlations; To. 8, ; • v.
significantly dif:ocn

zero,

..., is

c;n. -tj -,t

an "overall" correlation of response dor'

1Ot

exist,

A critical examination of the data dons not allow any
definite conclusions to be drawn, for the following"
reasons: 1) The data are limited and the stcndard I
error, therefore, hijh; further dair night
demonstrate correlations not apparent in Text . ,
i.e. actual correlations of less than r 3.4 would

not be demonstrated in

the present dat.

') A more
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TABLE 3.
ReSpOflBe8 to .ntljefla

a
H.R.C.

Serial
No

b
B.iL.O.

c
S.S.

d
B.S.V.

3,5
3

329

8

4

4,5

330

8

8

4

331

7

6

3

332

7

5

344
345

7
5

347
38
349
350
351
352

353
354
355
356
357
359

2

4

3
3.5

5
5
6

6
2
6

5
4

3,5
3

4
4

4.5
6

7

5

3

3.5

6

4

4

3.5

5
Li.

2
6
5

6
6
7
6
6
6
5
5
5

2

2,5

4
6
4

1.5
2

2,5
5

5

3.5
4
4.5
3

3
3

5

2,

5.5
5
5
5

4

1,5
3

6
6

362

-

f
LP.A,,

4

8

360

e
T.M.V.

127
6.3

5
5
5
6
6
98
14,9

3

3

2,5
3
4
4
2.5
4,5
14.

5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1,

2

4

5
6
7

1
1
1
1

2,5
5

25

5

66,5
3.3

63.5
3,4

93.5

49

14,7

25

-
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serious consideratin is the validity of the measuemonte themselves;

while the measurements of responses

may in themselves be sufficiently accurate, nothinq' is
known about the time response curves of B.S.V., S.$.,
or B.P.C.

All responses were measured at

Li days after the last injeciio, but there is no
rood a pri.ori reason for assuming that the peaks o
rcrpooe will be reached at this time for all antigens;
if they are not, a confuse 'icture mipht result een
if correlations were present.

3) The crn1ed.ty of

the antiens used, nn(l the degree to which this miht
confuse the riii;

(VS

w nf7

pi

in

.

unkrir)-:
S

•:"

the date in Text Fir o

lSt2CLl

test was '—'Plioel

to

to ensure that thn 'nresence

of an overall response

hst2l

not been overlool: --

•

tots]. variance may be broken down into the v: icc
between antigens, between animals and a residual or
error variance;
Variance

these are shown below:
'urn of
resn
squo.res sc'uore

Totl

119

Between antigens

383.53

5

195.3

Between animals

19

58.4

residual or error

95

126,83

3.198

1.335

By an F (sitrnifi canoe ) test it is nosriblo
to show that the variance between animals is rrea -ter
than the variance within animals.
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F]995

75

the 1 1 level,

2.996 0 which is significant at
Y'1

if,

t,-.ken to indicate that the

responses to the six antigens are unlikely to be
randomly, distributed, and that the individual Eu1ir1s
tend, on the average, to ouce a similar type of

I

response to each ntirr.
complexity of

In view of the knorn

the above analysis rr repeaed

with the exclusi: of responses to B.P.A.
case

F1976

In thi

2.02, significant at the 5

level, confirms the previous fin( - : r.
Heidelberger (1948) injc

c

simultaneously with six different pneurnococcue pd4

saechctrido antigens and measure the antibody respnse
to erch.

An analysis ol' his data by the above mehod

shows the v'riance betv;en students to h irester
than within,

5.22, senificrnt at the 1' loyal.
'525
These analyses support the contention of

Carlinfsntj (1947) that there exists a general
"pre'isposit1on" for resroner.

rn view of

criticisms made above in Coi:icioi with tlEcDrrela,.
tiona it is felt that considerably more evidence is
required before any useful cone]. u si one can be draw--,
xporimen.
This er:ne-irnent was made possible by the
kind offer of Dr. .:. •Ykley (Wellcome Peseareh
Laboratories) to mc :;ure the antibody responses to
Diptheria toxoid (Dip.) and Tetanus toxoid (Pet.) in
the Serum of such rabbits as it was undertaken to
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Lijeet and b1ec.

lie experiment was orir'inal1y

plannee to measure fity rabbits for their responses to
Dip., Tet. and T.M.V. In order to obtain correlations

of response to these antigens.

The expe'iment was

later extened and the data reported here were derived
from measurements made on 92 animals.
The Dir.
by 71r. C.I.

tigens were supplied

rr

081drr 9

;n

': - '•

id batch variation in

"an -tit'eniclty" cr.ch antigen wa taken from a single
production batc', o±h antigenn were toxoids prepared by alum precipitation, '. .T. •

flie

first

sample of snti'ens sent by Oaklc - ar piace in the
40( refrigerator; duo to some mechanical fault
the refrigerator froze overnight and the antigens
were thus frozen for a period of about 12 hours.
Freezing has a denaturing effect oi these antigens,
the extent of which is unown.

To avoid posIb1e

confusion t ,,' data derivee from animals tested with

this firs. sample of antigens are referred to throughout at "old", and those derived frcmanimals tested

with subsequent, unfrozen, antigens are referred to
throughout as "new".
The rabbits used in this experiment
except for parents, between 6 and 12 months

The

01.

parents were all between 12 and 24 months ol.

11

nine of the female parents injectedwith the
antigen sample were either pregnant or lactating at
the time of Injec -tion, whereas none of the six fema)e
parents Injected with the "new" antigen sample were,

1 20.
as they had been kept separate f'om the breeding
stock for a period of two month-.

Each rabbit receive t;o injccions of each
antigen, with a period of 28 days between injectio.

Animals were bled immedir1v before and 10 days
after the second injectio:i.
each

.-ch injection (for

tii'on) consisted of 0.2 cc. of toxoid made

up to 1 cc. with 0.9rsaline nd riven in five 0,2 cc.

eubcutneous injections in an area of skin 25 sq.
ems.

A cross was tattooed on a shave(' area of thÔ

belly and the injections were riven in the manner
indicrod in Text i?ir. 10 ; the small croses
indicate the injection sites for the 0.2 cc. injections
arilii'en,
1st Dip.
+

2nd Tet.
+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

2ns'Dip. +

+

113tTet.

Text Fig, 10.

The

o: injec -tio

cpsen In an at -tempt to

minimise nodule formation (cf. :O1t, 1950) and to
ensure adonur -te spread of the antigen into the
injeciionsi - e.

The times of hleedlnp, namely 28

days after the first injection and 10 days after the
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seccncl injection, were selected on thr evidence o
Gonny and dmeson (1921) that for Divtheria
antigens the peak of response is re.che. 3 to 8 weeks
after a primary injection and 8 to 12 days after
secondary injec -t - - - .
recent work of Holt (1950)
indicates thtirt, due to

o sharp rise and ft11 of the

second response, no one day between 8 and 12 days ifter
the second injection Is entirr',r $Ltisfactory for
I

measuring the peak of respon-,

Individual time

response curves could not be unUer -tsken, and the
tenth day was selected as being probably the most
suitable,
17 o published d.a
is avoilableonthe
time responc: cu'ves to Tetanus antigon but as it is
generally felt among workers using this antigen (Oo1cr,
personal communlca -tiDn) that it follows a Siniir pttern
to Dip., the same times of bleeding were use,
he
pre-injection serum of all animals was tested or the
mresence of naturally occurri1g arrtitoxjn, but in no
case was any found.
Antibody remo ; c ws nor:ro asunits/ec
of Circulating antitoxin.

All measurents were

converted to logs, as this normalises their distribution (I-bit, 1951).
The method used tomeesure
response is one involving akin reactions and is
thought to measure only antitoxin response, which is
important in view of the evidence
of Pope et al. (191)
that purified Dip, toxoid may contain as many-as

fourteen different antigens and that the Pamon
flocculation test as a measure of response may, as a
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result, differ widely from the actual antitoxin
response.
The results of thin exprnent a ro
summarised below in Text Fi-.

11

In order to determine what effect the
accidental freezing of the first sample of antigen
(old) had on its antigenioity as compared with sub-

sequent undamaged samL.s (z •;., th rns of r. sonse
to the different samp1

w

u

Li

ii

case the parent means weie considered separately to
avoid possible confusion by ae effects, or the effect
of female parents being pregnant o' lactating. By
comparing the meane of offspring only for response
to first and second injections respectively for both
Dip. aad Tat., it was found that in no case could they
be shown to be different by statistical analysis (5 level).
This was taken to indicate that freezing for 12 hours

had had little or no effect on the antigenicity of
the two antigens.
The means of male parents are similar both

in the old and in the new groups and, although generally
lower than those of their offspring, do not differ
significantly (5ç c. level) from these when compared by
a t-test * . The means of female parents in the old
group are strikingly lower than those of their offspring;
these differences are significant at the l; level for
first and second Dip 6 n::T first Tet., and at the 5,
level for second Tet. In the "new" group the means
"See appendix. A(1)

11:

ë3' parent s

parents
(Pregnant of
lactating)

4- parnta

offsprin

New
d&' parent a

offspring

(not pregnant

or litating)

(a) Dip.
1st.

0.75 (9)
2.34 (9)

1,25 (5)
2.48 (5)

2.60(32)

079 (9)
2.40 (9)

2,27

1.05 '4)

1.18 (25)
2,62 (25)

1.38 (32)

1.44 (7)

2.66

(7)

1.23

2.52

J4~11

1,40 (30
2.61 (30

Th1 Tot,
1st.
2nd .

1,45 (7)

--

2.54 (7)

1.28 (4)
2.49 (4)

1.50 (45
2.69 (45

2 9 Qprro1atjns of respoiBe to let and. 2nd irijeetipilB.
Tot.
old r=0.466 0.21
new r z 0.15 00 22

P12.

r0.84?0.15
new r - 0.79 (0.18
old

3. Oore1att2nt9f response to Dip.. "At. lal T.!&..
Dip. ai Tet.
n a t ut - 0,31 el 0.14
2nd = 0,15 (0.16

where

let
2nd

=

et. and T. M.V.
0.06 I 0.15
nat T.M.V.
= -0.02 4`0.15
r2nd i-.
-

response to lot injection
"2nd
nuer or animals on which m e-a n wna cr1eult&.
Text Fir. U.

1p. e2 T.M.V.
0.15
i6t T.U.Vo - 0956
0,53
0, 16
r2nd
'

H
S
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of female parents and their offspring are very similar
and in no case can they be Shown to be different by
statistical analysis (i.e. at the 5: / level of signifif,'-

cance). The most likely explanation for the lowered
response of females in the "old" group appears to be
their pregnant or lactating condition.
The correlations between the responsG to
the first and second injections are high in the cast
of Dip. for both the "old" and the "new" tratrnents,
whereas in neither treatment are they significanti;

different from zero in the case of Pet.

Holt (1951),

working with Dip, toxoid in '-uinee-pigs, found a
positive correlation between the initial "base-line"

response and the maximum secondary response ("when the
stimulating dose of toxoid was equivalent in each case
to the calculated total circulating antitoxin"), but
no correlation between the first and second base-line
responses. While the present results are not directly
comparable with those of Holt, since they are derived
from different animals using different injection

schedules, together they serve further to emphasise
our ignorance of the way in which different animals

of the same or other species will react to different
doses of different antigens. While such knowledge may
not be of great importance to the immunochcmist, it is
fundamental to the immnogeneticist since the interpretations of his results are dependent upon it. The clinician i
also concerned in this connection as the best utilisa-

tion of many prophylactics depends upon such a knuwledge.
No correlation can be demonstrated between
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the responses of Tet. and T.M.V. The primary
responses of Tet. and Dip, show a low but positive
correlation r a 0.31 6 0.14, but this is absent in
the secondary responses.

A coui2ariaon of the first

and second responses to Dip. and the secondary to
T.M.V., however, demonstrate positive oorzelations
in both cases, rlstT.M.V. a 0.56 0' a 0,15

and

r2nd T.M.V. a 0,53 (a 0.16. An analysis of vaiauce
was made on the responses of thirty animals to Dip.,
Tet. and T S M.V, in order to determine whether,

88

in

experiment 1 9 there was any indication of a
"predisposition" of response to these antigens. This
analysis was made on let Dip., 1st Tet., and T.i.V.,
and 2nd Dip., 2nd Tet. and T.M.V., giving values of
P29&58 = 1.401 and F 2 9.58 = 11,424 respect i1r; neither
of these values is siFBifint t the 55 lev3l and
1

in this case the variance between

•.OtS

to be greater than that within animals,
"prediapoition" has been d enonstrated,
Summary and Discussion.

not

arjep

i.e. no
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Summary and. Discussion,
11

Correlations betwen the

responses

to Dip, and

T,M.V., and B.R.C. and T.M.V., have be.n demonstrated.
No correlations could be found between the responses

to the other antigens used.
It is suggested that, when correlations are
found, they are real, since the variables, such as antigen

complexity and variability of time response curves,
would tend to lower the correlations present rather
than create spurious ones. The Rb8ence of correlation

between the responses to the other antigens caiot be
accepted as proven

until the absence of correlation is

demonstrated in conditions where the above variables
have been more carefully controlled.

It will be

observed that, in the case of Dip, and T.M.V,, the
variables have been reduced to a minimum: while
Dip, is recognised as a complex antigen, it is be-

lieved that the response measured is only that due to
the toxin. T.M.V. is kiiown to produce more than one
antibody, as demonstrated by Kleczkowaki (1941) and by
diffusion in the present exriment, but these do aot
appear to confuse the general picture of response to
this antigen as is evidenced by the uniform nature

of the time-response curves, the relatively nnrrow
equivalence zone, and the presence of a high heritability
of response,

Here a correlation of response is

apparent, In the case of Dip. and Tet., however, no
WSee ap;endix. C
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correlation could be shown except to the primary responses,
although a correlation of the response to these two

antigens has been claiied by Carlifanti (19L17), and
this is supported by the evidence of Barr and Glenny
(1950),

working with horses.

It is noted that Barr

and Gleniiy bled 14 days after the second injection

(as opposed to 10 days in the present expr'iment), and
It is possible that this may have been a better time
for measuring the secondary resonae. This con-

tention is further supported by the evidence that a
low, but positive, correlation could be shown for
the primary and not the secondary responses to Dip.
and Pet., and that the first and second responses to
Pet, are not oor.elated.
While it is

ot c1aiiied that correlations

of response need neceazarily exist, it is felt that
careful investigation is necessary to be certain of

their absence.
2. When the responses of twenty animals to six
different antigens were comored, It was found that only
one (B.R.C. and T.M.V.) of the fifteen possible correlations was significantly different from zero. By

an analysis of variance, however, It was shown that
the variance between was greater than the variance
within animals (F test significant at the 15, level);
this would not be expected if the responses to the

different antigens were entirely unconnected, and it
was concluded that this was supporting evidence for
Carlinfanti's (1947) claim that there is a "pro-

disposition" for response to all antigens. The
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bimodality of the distribution of B.7.A. east some
doubt on this result, and a repeat analysis excluding
the responses to B.P.A. was made. Here the difference
between animals was still significant, but at the 5%
and not at the 15 level. The 5% level is genernlly
accepted as a reasonable guide to significance, but
whebe there is any doubt it is more satisfactory to
view the situation in the light that such a result,

or worse, could oour by chance once in every twenty
samples; and further evidence is sought. The evidence from the responses of thirty animals to Dip.,

Tet. and T.M.V, failed to show a similar predisposition,
even when the prinary (first) responses of Dip. and
Tat, were eo'pared with those of T.M,V,; this was
unexpected in view of the correlation between the
responses to Dip, and T.M.V. and the primary responses
to Dip. and Pet., and suggested a negative correlation

between Tet. and T.M.V. The correlations between
Tat, and T.M.V. were negative (Text Fig, ii), but not

significantly different from zero. At first eight
the evidence of Peidelberger (1948) suporte the
contention of a predisposition for response, but it
is observed that these data are limited, and it may
further be argued that the six antigens he used are
closely chemically and antigenically related and a
correlation of their responses might therefore be
expected,
It is concluled that as yet insufficient
evidence is available to warrant the claim for the
existence of a predisposition for response, i.e o for a
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general overall similarity of response to all antigens
lit individual animals.

Fefore such a claim can be

sustained it will be necessary to acquire detailed
evidence of the behaviour of responses to different
antigens in different animals.

3.

The freezing of Diptheria (A.,T.) and Tetanus

(A.P.T.) toxoid.s for a period not exceeding 12 hours
did not appear to destroy or diminish their antigenicity.

Li..

The ability to produce antibodies appears to

be depressed in pregnant and lactating females.
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III. D.
The inheritance of:-

Antibody response to Di?. and Tat.
Sixteen weeks' body weight; and the
correlation between body weight and
antibody response to T.M S V.
ar length at 5 months; and the
correlation between ear length and
body weight.

1 1 The investigation concerning the responses to
Dip, and Pet, were not thaigned to measure the
inherit;:noe of response to these antigens, but to
measure their correlations of respo:se.

However, the

responses of the parents of the animals used were
measured in the hope that any obvious parent/offspring
similarities would be brought to light.

It was

recognised that, since parents and offspring would

be measured at different ages, sorle dissimilarity of
response might occur, and further that where female
parents were pregnant or lactating, this might affect
their responses. In the latter part of the investigation it was possible to examine some female parents

which were neither lactating nor pregnant, as they
were no longer required for the breeding stock.
The marked depression of antibody response
In pregnant and lactating females excluded their use
in parent/offspring comparisons and limited the data

to only seven litters whose female

parents

had been

separated from the breeding stock for two months.
From these, offeprinL/mid-parent regressions were
made, and these are given in Fig. 23
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Pig. ? 3 .
The data are very limited and on an analysis
of variance it was found that the only regression to
be significantly d1ffernt from zero (by F test at the

5% level) was that for Tet. at 10 days (seooad).

Here

0.19 was
a positive herita'ility of h 2 = 0.42
obtained, but the standard error is too high to make
it of any value. To complete the analysis, sire/of tepring
regressions were made, using all male parents and all
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the offspring, for Dip, at 10 days and Tet. at 10
These are presented in Pigs. 24 and 25 1 1

days.
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The regressions obtained were Dip. 10 days b = 0.33
0.19,
and Pet. 10 days b = -04 00023. In neither case were
the regressions significntly different from zero as
Judged by an F test at the 5' level. Although no
heritability has been demoiistrated, no c onclusione
can be drawn regarding its absence as the data are
limited: the variibi1ity of responses of the male
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parents was low, thus limiting the range of the
regression, and the lower average responses of the male
parents already noted and presumably due to an age
effect, may have obscured the presence of a regression.
2. The heritability of 16 weeks' body weight was
determined by an Os

/ii_'L1err Vegr3.Lcn on

the same animals as were us.l for the

(IL

rit'oilty

of response to T.M.V, The possible effect of litter
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size was ignored, as it has been shown by Robertson
and Randal (unpublish'd) that litter size has little
effect on 16 week body weight. 2he regression is
presented in Pig. 26.
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A heritability of i2= 0.49

0.16 was obtained.,

sufficient to justify a mass selection programme in
this stock if heavy rabbits were a desired. feature.

The mean weight of the parent
(P.a. cross only) was

generation

= 2520 grams, and that
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of the offspring of the 1ection gen tion= 2576
grams, Rhowing an Increase in mean weight of 56 grams
due to selection.

5

This difference 18 signifInt at the

level when the means are compared by a t-test
= 2.16).

It is of interest to know how this

actual increase in mean weight compares with a prediction
of it calculated from a knowledge of the heritability
and the intensity of selection. The intensity of
selection was calculated as an average selection
differential (S.D.).

selection differentials were

calculated for each parent as the number of grams

by which each differed from the mean weight of the
litter in which it was born.

The selection differen-

tials of the parents in all the litters of the
selection generation were summed and averaged, giving
an average S.D. of +02.4 grams. This figure is a

measure of the phenotypic superiority of the parents
of the selection generaiori over the population from
which they were derived. If the total variance were
additive genetic variance, then the expected Increase
In mean weight would be 102.4 grams; hcw ever, it had
been calculated that the additive genetic variance in

this population was 0.49 of the total variance, i.e.
= 0,149.

The expected Increase In mean weight

may then be calculated as:h2 x S.D
0.149 ( 102.4

= expected increase in mean weight
50.18 grams.

This compares favourably with the actual increase
of 56 grams,
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To detrm1ne whether or not there Was any
association betwe ii antibody response and body weightp

the correlation coefficient between 16 weeks' body weight
and antibody response to T.M.V. was determined. This
calculation was based on the measurements made on
124 of the offspring of the selection generation and
gave r = 0,136e 0.091, whh is not considered to be
significantly different from zero. While a positive
correlation was not anticipated, it was considered
important to exclude this .s a possible varirbie
for heritability analyses on antibody response.
3.

Being a very simple rnnurement to make and

involving very little

extra time during the recording

and tattooing of animals, er length was included as
a routine measurement. These measurements were
started shortly after the investigation had begun,
and were made on all the parents and offspring of the
selection generation but only included 61 animals
from the parent generation. The measurement was made
by holding a steel ruler between the ears and the ears
held in a vertical position when the animal was lying
normally,(i.e. horizontally with its belly on the ground).

The accuracy of the measurement may be gauged by the
correlation between the successive measurements made
on 31 animals on two different days, the second of

these being made Without reference to the first;
r = O. 975c 0.18 0 which is considered a high degree
of repeatability.
The anirnaTh f th

ent

genLtju, with a
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mean ear length of = 10.65 showed a surprisingly
high correlation betwon e
r = 0.85 40.13.

F3r

length

e n

d body

weight

This was shown to be spurious

when the parent generation was divided into Ermine
Rex animals (E.R.) with a mean ear length

= 10.77

and weight = 2059 grams, and Flemish Giant crosses
(F O G. crosses), with an ear length of
weight

7c=

Z=

12.50 and

2520 grams, and the respective correlations

between ear length and weight became E.R. r
P.G. cross r

a

a

014 6 0.2,

0.64 10.16, These measurements are

based on eighteen E.R. and forty-three F.G. cross
animals, making up those measured in the parent
generation.
A frequency distribution of ear length based

on the measurements made on 157 F.G. cross animals of
the selection generation is given below in Fig.

.

No selection was made for ear length, and in siite of
Its correlation with weight, the selection for weight

did not have any efThot on it: this is demonstrated
when the mean of the parent gene 'otion, = 12.50, is
compared with the mean of the offspring in the selection
generation,

a

12.16, and these are found to be not

significantly different at the 5% level, as judged by a
t-test, In contrast to this slight decline in mean
ear length, the mean weight was increased by the
selection from z 2520 for the parent generation of
a

2576 for the offspring of the parent generation,

It was concluded that the distribution of ear length
had not been affected by selection for weight, and
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was thus unbiased.
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This distribution

wns

considered sufficiently

normal to continue with a heritability analysis. Heritability was calculated by an offspring/mid-parent

regression, as shown in Fig. 27.
This gave a heritability of h = 0.67

4-

0.19,

The correlation between ear length and weight
in the Offspring of the selection genratio: is
r = 0.31 0,09, Which is considerably lower than
that found in the parent generation r = 0,64 ( 0.16,
It is interesting that, while selection for wcizht

EAR LENGTH
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has produced an increase in mean weight, it has not
affected ear length,

ii 2

ht have been expected frori

the high initial correlation, and indicating a lower
genetic association between these chi-'ncters than
might originally have been supposed, The possible

reasons for this lowered association become more
apparent on an examination of the parent stocks. The
F.G. rabbits were obtained from a fancier's stock
where two of the points selected for in this breed

are ear length and weight, and while these two characters need not be genetically associated, this selection
would build up a correlation between them. The E.R.

rabbits were not, as faraa is known, selected previously for either of these characters and their
assooiaion in this stock is low, as judged by the
correlation of r = 014 60,2 0 which is hardly aig-

nif leant from zero.

If the assumption that these two
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characters are not genetically associated is accepted,
then the lower mean ear length of the offspring,
the lower correlation, is not contrary

and

to expectation.

The above data indicate that this F.G. cross

population of rabbits contains considerable gnetio
variability for both weight anl enr length.

Both of

these characters are fairly highly heritable in this
population, h2

a

0.49 and h2 = 0.67 respectively, It

would be very interesting to know how these compare
with those in the LR. and F.G. populations from which
the stock was derived, The high correlation between
ear length and weight in the parent generation appears
to be the result of previous selection for both these

characters in one of the parent stocks (F.G,) and
not a close genetic association.
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IV.

GENERAL DISCUSSIC;I.
The variation fond in any quantitative

character in a population is a function of tle degree

to which the character is influenced by the genetic
factors present, the environment, and the interaction
between these. The tisk of the geneticist is to
assess the influence of the genetic factors in order
to be able to predict the inheritance of the character
in question.

The interrelation of genetic factors

and environment is dynamic, and the influence of one,
will be altered to a greater or lesser degree by any
change in the other. The influence of the genetic

factors is generally estimated as "heritabi1ity', which
Is that fraction of the total variance due to the
average effect of genes. This estimate enables the
geneticist to assess the influence of the genetic

factors present and thus to make certain predictions
regarding the inheritance of the character,

iuiy such

prediction is limited, however, to the particular

character under consideration in the particuiar population with a known environmental range, in which it is
measured, By estimating the heritability of a character
in differnt populations with different degrees of
genetic diversity and with different environment--I
ranges, he may obtain some idea of what general applica-

tion can be made with any one measure of heritability.
At the very least be will be able to determine whether
or not the character is genttcal1

controlled and to

derive some estimate of this control.

In the thterprettion and uti1izatioL. of
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heritability estimates it is of fundamental importance
to have a clear idea of what is being measured. The
accuracy of the measurement is clearly important, but
this is secondary to a clear understanding of the influence
of genetic and environmental interaction upon it. Tiis
may be more clearly expressed by an example. Body
weight can be measured with a hiL-h iegree of accuracy

(even when such factors as fool and water intake are
However, an estinvite of the heritability

ignored),

of body weight at thre• weeks mry be very diffeLent
from that at 16 weeks, or later, in rabbits, due to
such influences as litter size and the mothering
ability of does, which greatly affect body weight at
three weeks but have very little effect at 16 weeks or
later.

Hritability

for weight at three weeks, measured

by an offspring/dam regression, might be quite high,
but almost oertainly spurious, since it would include
factors affecting the milk production of the doe; a
positive correlation between body weight and milk
production would be reflected in the heritability.
The measurements of antibody response, and
therefore any estimates of heritability made from them,
are subject to the influence of a number of factors,
as is abundantly clear from the present investigation.
The most important of these are listed and •Uscussed
below.
1) Purity of antigens.

The iecet :ievelo merit of

diffusion techniques by Oudin (19)48), flek (19)49),
Pope at al

(1951) and Oakley (1953) has demonstrated

the complex nature of natural protein antigens. The
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interpretation of the results of diffusion analyses
requires the careful consideration of the concept of

an antigen, if misunderstandinE is to be avoided..

The classical definition of an antigen is "any substince
which, when introduced parentally into the animal
tissues, stimulates the production of an antibody,
and which, when mixed with that antibody, reicte with

it in some observable way,

This implies th't for

every antibody produced there is a separate and
specific antigen.

If this is accepted, then it may

be argued that every line, or "ring", produced in the
clear agar through which antigen and antibody gradients
are converging, is due to the combination of a separate
antigen with its specific antibody; the number of lines

or rings then represents the minimum number of
separate antigens present in the system. In the

present investigation it was argued that a single
molecular antigen might produce a number of different
antibodies due to the occurrence of different determinant
groupings on it.

If the different determinant groupings

are due to the random build-up of polypeptide chains
in different orders but the molecules containing
essentially the same amino acids, as visul1sod by
barrack (1938), then by definition each molecular

system with a particular determinant group is a separate
antigen.

If a molecule contains more than one determinant

group, the definition becomes inadequate since a
determinant group cannot itself be considered as an

antigen, as it is incapable of stimulating antibody
production in the absence of the molecule. There is
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no experimental evidence to sup ,port this argument,
and the evidence of Pope at al, (1951) and Oakley (1953)
that the rings in a diffusion system may be systematically removed with antigen purification is not in
its favour, but it cannot be dismissed without further
investigation.

These arguments accept the "unitarian"

view, i.e, one-to-one relation between antigen and
antibody,

Landatoiner's evidence, quoted by Wiener

and Wexler (1952)0 indicates that this simple
relationship may not al;nys hold, and that "a single
antigen can elicit multiple antibodies, and a single

antibody can cross re!'mct with several nntigens of
related structure " .

This, if true, complicates

further the analysis of antigen purity.

It is felts

however, that the experiments of Laudsteiner should
be repeated using more sensitive techniques (such as
diffusion) before they can be wholly accepted. The

artificial antigens used by him were pure chemicals
diazotized en to egg albumen and horse serum globulin

respectively, one being used to produce antiserum and
the other as the testing antigen. The possible crossreaction between the proteins used is difficult to
exclude entirely,

The "unitarian" view of the antigen-antibody
relationship, and the acceptance of each line or ring
as representing a different antigen in double-diffusion
analyses, would seem the most satisfactory working

hypothesis. Any antigen may then be tested by diffusion
before use, and its comolexity 58sesaed.

The possibility

of obtaining a unit antigen, and thereby a unit antibody
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appears to be remote at the present time; diffusion
techniques do, howev<r, offer a means of determining an

Index of complexity, and there is the possibility of
developing techniques for the measurement of the
response of one of the multiple antibodies produced
to a complex antigen, as is done in the case of

Diphtheria anti—toxin. Use may also be made of the
artificial antigens developed by Landstel.ner, with

suitable precautions against the cross-'reaction of
the proteins to which they are attached.

2) Time response curves. Any one measure of
antibody response gives only limited information
regarding an animal's ability to produce antibodies

(a) quickly, (b) in quantity, (a) with a prolonged
response, or (d) any combination of (a), (b) or (o).
The interrelation of these factors, and their relation

to disease resistance, is unkrAown and it is therefore
impossible to assess their individual importance.

Little is known regarding the vrtabi1tty of these
factors, but what evidence there is, B.P.A. in the
present investigation and Dip. (Holt, 1950), indicates
that variability does exist.

Thus whatever criterion

is selected as a measure of response, i.e, peak response,

may be subject to considerable error both in accuracy
and interpretation, if only one measurement is made.

It would aeem,then, that the only means of

obtaining adequate information concerning response is
to make detailed time response analyses on each
individual animal. The variability of the different
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factors will determine the degree of detail necessary.
In the present investigation it was found that the
response to T.M.V. varied considerably with regard
to 'quantity', as judged by peak of response, but
that the speed with which the peak was reached was very

uniform.

The response to B.P.A., on the other hand,

showed considerable variation both in quantity and
In the speed at which the peak was reached. Thus

one measurement afforded a reasonably accurate measure
of peak response in the ease of T.M.V., but was open

to considerable error in the case of B.P.A.

In

neither case does one measurement provide adequate
information regarding the duration of response,, although

in the case of T.M.V. the rate of decline in response
from the peak did appear to be uniform and might
therefore be related directly to the peak of response,

thus enabling the response to T.M.V. to be described
by a single measurement. More information is required,

however, before this can be accepted.

It is possible

that the variation in the time respo.ise curves of
B.P.A. is due largely to its complex antigenic nature,
and that the responses to any one of the antigens

might be uniform with regard to speed and prolongation of response.

Here again further investigation

Is required.
A satisfactory gentic interpretation of

data concerning antibody response requires that such
data should adequately describe each response with
respect to the speed, the peak and the duration of
the response.

It is felt that such a description
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is best obtained by detailed time-response curves for

individual animals, and that these can only be
diapene3d with where it has been demonstrated that
fewer, or single, measurements fully describe the
above variables.

3) Pose response, A particular "dose" of antigen
may be given in one injection, or it may be subdivided
a nd given in a number of spaced injections 1,e, while

the total dose remains constant, the number of in-

jections may vary widely.

The response, as nasure&

by the peak of response to the last injection, does
not attain the same level in both oases,

Molt (1950)

found the response to a given dose of Dip, toxoid,
when given in a series of small injections, exceeded

the response when it was given as a single injection 1
There are, then, two variables to be considered:
(a) changes in the level of response due to changes
in the amount of antigen given at each injection;

and (b) the changes in level of response due to an
increased nun,er of injections. There does not
appear to be any piLiahed evidence on the first of
these variables, and on the second. Boyd (1947) states
that antibody response increases with continued
injections until a limit is reached, after which the

demonstrable response appears to decline,
The effect of increased dose on the variability
of response in differnt animals,,by either increasing

the amount of antigen

given at each injection or by

an increased number of injections, does not appear to
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have been investigated. This problem is closely
allied to 1) and 2) above, since increased or
repeated dosage will increase the responses to antigen
impurities, and the shape of the time-response curves

may alter at different lev3ls of dosage. The effects
may be important in the interpretation of quantitative
measurements of response and further investigation
into them is warranted,
L) Route of in1eotio,.

The effect of iifferent

routes of injection on the variability of response
is unknown, Different antigens give higher or

lower responses, depending upon their route of
injection, and the evidence of Troffers et al, (1947)
suggests that different routes of Injection may give

rise to qualitatively different antibodies, or anti-

bodies which appear in different globulin fractions.
The principal objection to routes other than intravenous is that responses may be affected by fa ctors
other than the antibody-forming mechanisms, It is
felt that, until further investigations have been made
into the relations of the various routes of injection,
the intravenous route is the most satisfactory for
Interpreting quantitative measurements of response.
The results of the present investigation may

now be considered with respect to the above variables,
and their validity assessed. B.P.A. was found to be
a complex antigen and the two measurements made at
10 and 13 days after the last injection did not

adequately describe the different responses of
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different animals.

The presence or absence of

response to this antigen appears to be genetically
controlled, but the complexity of the response
prevents any final claim to this. Because the
variables affecting the quantitative measure of
response are not fully described, it is impossible
to form any conclusions regarding the inheritance of
the response of any one of the multiple antibodies
produced. No genetic control could be demonstrated

but its absence cannot be excluded.
The measurements made on T.M.V. give a
reasonably accurate description of the types of
response to it. The variation of response has been
demonstrated to be almost entirely under genetic
control. The extremely high heritability is perhap$
surprising in view of the fact that T.M.V. stimulates
more than one antibody; the consistency of the results
may be due to 1) that th srnll iose of 'I'.M.V, given
stimulated only one main rtntiboy in sufficient
quantity to be measured end thus involving only one
antigen/antibody complex; 2) a number of antigen/

antibody complexes were Involved, but that they precipitated together in the equivalence zone, and this
would not be detected by the relatively crude method
of measurement, and that their different responses
were correlated,
The correlations between Dip, and TM.V., and
BR.C. and T.M.V. are considered to be real since the
variables affecting the measurements of response would
tend to reduce any correlation present rather than
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create a spurious one.

The "predisposition" of

response, found when the responses of twenty animals

to six antigens were compared, is considered to be
inconclusive since the responses to four of the
antigens are completely undefined and the data limited.
The measurements made on Dip, are considered

to be a fairly accurate description of the responses,
although the measurements made t 10 days after the
second Injection are more likely to be thaccurate
than those made 28 days after the first injecticn,

because of the sharp rise of response in the former
at this time and the variability of the times at which

peaks are reached between 8 and 12 days (cf. Holt, 1950).
The effect on the variability of response of the route

of injection is unknown and this, together with the
inadequacy of the data, prevent any conclusions
regarding the inheritance of response to

this antigen.

The measurements made on Tot, are not considered to

describe sufficiently the respouses to this antigen
and the Inability to demonstrate a correlation between
the responses to Dip, and Tet, may be attributable
to this.

The data are consideted sufficiently

reliable, however, to accept the evidence that
antibody response in pregnant and lactating females

is depressed, This would at first seem anomalous
in view of the importance of the passive transfer of

antibodies from mother to offspring.

It is possible,

however, that where foetus and mother are antigenically
opposed, the depression of antibodies in the mother's
circulation might have some selective advantage, The
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cause of the depression is unknown, but might be
simply due to the greater protein requirements of
females in this condition.
To further investigations on the inheritance

of disease resistance, it was suggested that a new
approach might be made by first investigating the

inheritnce of antiboc1 -,-

and. then its rela-

tion to tilsoase reiotncc; if rintibody response

were highly heritable and a close association between
it and disease resistance could be demonstrated, this
would afford a practical method for the selection
for disease resistance in tornest1c animals. The
first objective wqs to investigate the inheritance
of antibody response and the present investigation

ha

demonstrated, in the case of T.M.V., that for

one antigen at least the antibody response is highly
heritable; the inheritance of antibody response to
more antigens, and the problems encountered in the

interpretation of quantitative measurements of antibody
response, need further investigation, however, before
the relationship between disease resistance and antibody
response can be usefully investigated,
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V.

SJiMMkY:

The antibody respo.ise to Tobacco Mosaic Virus
(T,M.v,) was found to have a heritability of h 2 = 0.876
= 0.09 in a crossbred population of rabbits.
No heritability could be demonstrated for the
response to Bovine Plasma Albumen (B.P.A.), but this
antigen was found to be complex.
Correlation.a of r = 0,15 60.15 and p = 0,54

O.A

0.24

were found between the responses to T.M.V. and Diptheria
toxoid (Dip.), and T..V. an 3ovine red cells (B..c.),
respectively.
No correlations could be demonstrated between the
responscs to Shigefla Shiga antigen

(s,s.),

Bushy stunt

virus (B,s.v.), human red cells (H.R.c.) and Tetanus
toxoid (Tet.), or between any of these and T.M.V., B.R.0.
and Dip.

It is concluded, however, that

nature of the antigens

the complex

and methods of measuring antibody

response, do not permit the assumption that correlations
are excluded.
Pregn.nt and lactating females were found to have
a reduced ability to produce antibodies.
Heritabilities of

= 0.49

r.

0.16 and h2 = 0.67q 0.19

were found for sixteen weeks' body weight and ear
length respectively, The high correlation between these
two characters in the Liltial crossbred population
appears to be due to previous selection for them in
one of the breeds used to create the population, and riot
to close genetic assooition.

7.

The problems involved in the quantitative

of antibody response a- --e discussed..

measurement

•

f•

(1) t-test.
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(3) The estimated experimental error pf_measuremeit:Call the response value at 10 days "', and thnt at
13 days "y".
The variance of x - y may be regarded 's being twice
the experimental error for any individual observation.

The standard error for any individual measurement may,
be calculated as

S.E.

=J

Var, x -

This S.E. will include error due to fluctuations in
measurement due to variation in time response curves,
For T.M.V, the standard error was calculated
from measurements made on 155 animals and gave a value
S. E.

=

0. 3. The range of response was covered by a Ocale

ranging from 1 to 10 and the experimental error of measuremerit may be expressed as a percentage, as follows:2 xO.3 x 100 =

Appendix B.
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rialRc3pcflScS t th £o11ow
days after last iajectin.
No,
16
10
13
7

57
70
71
64
68
72
61
63

n=8
62
77
78

66
73

6
5
4
14
5
6
6
4

6
4
3
3
5
3
6

5

7
6
6
5
6
7
7
5

6,7

6,1

5

14,2

5

Li.

6

3
2
5

2
3

8

7
7
6
7

7
7

2
3

2
5
1

4
14.

14.

3

3

1
4
2

-

2,6

14• 4

3 q 14

2,14

n=5
65
67

1
3

2

3

1
14

2

3

L

2.5

2

2

2

Li.

2
2
1
1

1

2
3.
1
1
1

2
1

1

2
1
1
1

80
3.8

85
14.0

73
3.5

64
3.0

n=2
60
n=1
76
59
69
7Li
75

3.
3.

1

n5
Totals
n=21
kw

/

7daya

10 days
-

13 d. ays

16dara

quantitative
cL
mersure of reapOflSS
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ABL 2
Serial
No,

Responsat the following days
aftcr 1ii2t injection
10
16
4
7
13
1
"
2
1
1
2

3
6
6.5
5
Li.
5

2
6
6
3
3
4

3
5
5
3
3
14

2
4
4
2
2
2

1.5

14.9

Li.

3.8

2.7

1
2
2
1
1

4
Li.
2
2
2

6
6
5
5
5

4

14
Li.
14
Li.

2
3
3
2
2

1,4

2,8

5.4

4

2.L.

1
1
1
1
2

2
2
1
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

3
2
2
2
2

1.2

1.8

2

3

2.2

n=5
89
91
92
101
102
103
1014.
106
107
108
110
n=11

1
1
1
1
2
2.
2
1
1
1
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4m.

1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1

Tot"le

36

74

81

78

53

1.3

2.7

3

2.6

10 9

83
86
90
95
96
105

c.
n=6
85
88
98
100
109

84
87
93
94
97

n=27

Peak

7 days

10 days

13 days

No quanti.
titive mea8U115 of re-
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TABLE 3
Data from 1 2
Serial
No.
57
70
71
64
68
72
61

63
83

36
90
95
96
105

Responas at f ollowi-ag days
16
10
13
7
6
5

6
LI.
3
3
5
3
6

8
7
7
6
7
7
7
5
3
6
6.5
5
L
5

7
5
2
6
6
3
3
4

6
4
3
5
5
3
3
4

2
4
LI.
2
2
2

5.9

5.2

4.4

3,6

2
3
2

5
Ii.
LI.

4
3
2

2
3
1

7
6
6

5

6

7

Lj.

L
5

6

Peak

7days

n=lLi.
62
77
78
66
85
88

5
4

98

4
2

100
109

2
2

6
6

6
5
5

5
LI.

14
2

14
4

3
3

L
54

2

10 days

2

29

5.1

3.8

2.14

1

2

3

14

3
5
3

1
LI.

-

MIM

65
67
84
87
93

94

97

2
2

2

3

3

2

1
2
2

2
2
2
2

3
3
3

2
2

1.9

2,3

3.3

2.3

2

2

2

LI.

137

122

92
3.0

13 days

2

n=7
60

n=l
Totals
-

124
4

16 days

rABLL

Serial
No,

399

400
1401
14.02
403
1404

1405
1406
1407
1408

1409
140
141
412

Responses at the following
days after l€st injection.
L.
10
7
13

1
2
5
1
1
'-

1
6
-

1
-

1
1
1
1

6.5
6
1

1
1
2
1

4
2

-

-

6
7

6
6
3
3

-

5
4
5.5
5
2
-

5
-

-

-

2

2

14
5

14.
2

2
14.
2
5
2

Animals supplying complete data:
400
1405
1406
407
1409
140

2
1
1
1
1
1

6
6.5
6
1

14
2

6
5.5
5
2
5
2

6
5
4
2
4
2
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A 2 :Pi;;rDIx C.
Five different T.'.V. antisera produced
to the routine course of injections were tested fo
complexity by double dii'fusion throuh agar, using
both the tube and the box methods.

'ith the tube

method, constant antiserum dilutions of were d1ff1 1 rN3

against a range of antigen dilutions startin.

- . 4 and decreasing by doubling dilutions to
125.

Only two dilutions ro ro

Lo- -'n, no1y ).)1 and 0.00031.: .

U sec'

11

tc

In none of t}ose

was more than one ring or line observed; observn.tlpns
were made daily for seven days. Later in the invet1-.
ration a further T.M.V. antiserum was tested; this
was frorn rabbit i T O. 272, which at the time had had
total of five in
of 0.5 rn. T..V.
In this
case two lines and two rings were observed in the
box and tube tests respectively.

This indicated

that T.T.V. was capable of stimulatini , at leost to
different antibodies,

bovine red cells.

ceptibility to agglutination.

They were able o

sify the cells from sixteen oxen into three
groups, which they called "markedly agglutinable",

"moderately applutinable" and "inas'i'lutinahle".
However, as only three antiserum dilutions were
these groupings can only be regarded as arbitrar:/.
Hall (unpublished), using eight antiserum dilutions,
tested the cells of fifty-six oxen; these, plotted
as a frequency distribution, gave a bi-modal distribution with nine non ag"luti.nating, and the rest
showing varying degrees of alutination, normally
dip -! r1i1:rc

use.

over the range of antiscrurn dilutions

e cells used in the present investigatior

were selected from an animal whose cells were "mar1odly
agglu -tinable" by the Gleason-Mite classification and
corresponded to the modal group in Hall's distribu-tiori,

ion of pellets.
:izo meal
sex ground oats
iod rrvss meal
1;, Dcc. Groundnut meal
.:.t and bone meal
tar Feed Bone flour
Ground lime stone
Linseed cake meal Mcp,

15
30%
25

2.5
7.5

1%
8

(2) Coll e ct i on and storage of sern.

Animals were injected in the left ear

and bled from the right oar, the marginal ear vain
bejnr used in both operntiors,
To facilitate
hloec'ing the ears were shaved over an area of the
marginal vein smeared with Xylol-impregnatedcotton
wool and after a short interval (30 seconds) wiped
with alcoholimregnatoa cotton wool, then rubhOd

vigorously with dry absorbent cotton wool; this
causes the veins to dilate and cleans the ear tho
rou'h1r.
'lood was collected in sterile 50 cc.
centrifi --'c tubes and allowed to stand overnight at
room tenperature

One to two hours after bleeding

each tube was "ringed" bN running a glass rod: aroun
the inside of the tube.
Immediately before centri..

:fuging the clotted red cells were removed with a glass
rod; each tube was then centrifuged at 2000 r..n.
for ten minutes and the serum pipetted off into rtorilc
rubber-stopped bottles.

A fresh sterile pipette was

use' for each serum.

nour'h blood was removed from 1
each animal at each blee ,-'i
fr to yield about 15 cc.
~,!

S

hout preeervativc'.
'

sera which

All antibody estinmtins wcre
1cen stored less than 14 dais,

3 to 4 days. Sera kept longer than 4 weeJs
Ten became elot'dr

Irril

in sorá

(3) flassware,
The exclusive uoe of horouly clean sterile
1assware in sero1oical studios is consi'ered to te

of importance to the reliability of resultn.

Althugh

not reported in the literature, non-specific reactins
have been found which are attributable to unclean
glassware.
To avoid this possibility, all glasewa'e
was subjected to the following procedure before use
1. insed -thorouplflv several times in tap wateY.
7. rourht to the boil in a SO1l!-tion of
an alkaline commercial prepara1o:.
. - nsed several times in tan wat.
3orked overnight in 3 HC1.
"limed several times in tap wa1;.
. "Insod in glass-distillee water.
7. laeeg in cardboard boxes and sterilized at
120 for three-quarters of an hour.
50 cc, centrifuged tubes used for bleeding were
5to:i72od with non-absorbent cotton wool

before steiljzj

Since large numbers of cc. and 1 cc. plrottec
were needed, some hundreds of each were made from g]iaee
tuhi".
The reautrod volume was marker' on -them wi1h a
diamond, uslnrr weighed eu1 -t;ltle3 of mercury to indicate
the volume.
Py this method large numbers of Dinottles
can be made having an error of about 1!.

162.
APPENDIX F.
The analysis of v:riance calculations made
on pages

are subject to the criticism that the
c 1iffev'nt

ranges of the scales :To i1ft -ntins

5, etc.,

'rfc

v .1nnes

are different, thus not fulfilling the conditions required for a direct analysis of variance. The variances
may be eua1ised by regar'ling tests so that each has the

same number of grades, or by standardising the scores
of each test.

This is done by dividing each score of

a given test (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 . • ., spy) by the standard
deviation,a

1

(a-al , of that test. The stan-

dardised scores for different tests then all have unit
variance, i.e. variances of -s- , --- , -s-- , etc. are
b
c
6 a
all 1. It is then possible to make the usual analysis
off variance.

If,

a6

in the present case (Text fig, 9) 0

all the correlation coefficicnts have been calculated
from the original scores (a 1 , a 2 , 53 . • ., b 1 , b2 , b3 . . • etc.)

it is possible to make a direct analysis of variance, as follows:
(].) The number of correl°tion coefficients should be
(- 1), where

is the number of tests,

Find the arithmetic nern of all the correlatior
coefficients, =
n = number of rabbits.
Then the analysis of variance becomes
Variance
Between rabbits
Interaction

Mean Square
1 + ( t<. - 1)7
1-p

Degrees of Freedom
n - 1

( K.. 1)(n - 1)

and to test differ noes between rabbits F
1-r

with (n - 1) and. ( tç - l)(n - 1) degrees of freedom.
Using this method the differences between

163.

rabbits when all the antigens are considered is
F199 = 2.23, Which is signtficrnt at the 1 lev'l.
Where the data from B.P.A. are excluded, as in the
text, F 1976

1.98, which is significRnt it the 5

level, but not at the l level.
This analysis conférma with the one made
in the text and the conclusions drawn from the data
are in no way altered.
I should like to thank Dr. L. Reeve for the
derivation of the above sinijlif ted analysis.
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